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By Jonathan Edward Aronson
A number of novel doped glasses have been studied for their potential as
infrared amplifier materials. Optical amplifiers which operate outside of the
C-band are likely to form part of future optical telecoms systems. This work
is focused on transition metal and rare earth-doped materials which could
provide gain in the telecoms S-band.
Nickel and Vanadium-doped gallium lanthanum sulphide (GLS) glasses
were identified as possible new amplifier materials. Emission was observed
at 1200 nm from Ni-doped GLS and at 1400 nm for V-doped GLS. The FWHM
of the emission from V-doped GLS was 450 nm, making it particularly
attractive for a broadband optical amplifier. Low temperature emission
spectra from V-doped GLS suggest that it is not affected by nonradiative
decay to the same extent as Cr-doped GLS.
Thulium and erbium-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics produced by the
sol-gel method were studied for as potential amplifier materials. The
addition of tin oxide to these glasses makes them photosensitive and
is shown in this work to increase fluorescence lifetimes. However, the
addition of >5% Sn02 causes increased infrared absorption which would
outweigh advantages gained by the increased lifetime. Thulium-doped tin
silicate glass-ceramics were investigated for the first time, and show a broad
fluorescence band at 1470 nm with a FWHM of ~120 nm. The maximum
lifetime of the 3F4 level was 37 ~s, which is higher than in Tm-doped silica.
Y203-Ah03-Si02 (YAS) glass was investigated as a low phonon silicate
host for a thulium-doped fibre amplifier. Raman and FTIR measurements
showed that the maximum phonon energy can be reduced by increasing the
yttria:alumina ratio and decreasing the silica content. This was confirmed by
emission lifetime measurements of the 3F4level, which showed an increase
in lifetime of 20% over the range studied. A Tm-doped YAS fibre was
successfully drawn from a glass of the composition 17.4% Y20 3, 22.5% Ah03
and 60% Si02. 7.5 m of continuous unclad fibre was fabricated with a
diameter of 150-350 ~m at a temperature of 1150°C. The minimum loss in
the fibre was measured to be 3.6 dB/m at 1360 nm. This material is shown
to have good potential for use in S-band fibre amplification.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation for the research

Current optical telecommunications systems utilise wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) to increase transmission capacity through individual
optical fibres. This technique involves transmitting a number of closelyspaced signal wavelengths through each fibre. A key component of a long
haul WDM system is the optical amplifier, which is required to compensate
for the loss in signal as it travels through the fibre.
The erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) is currently the most widely
used optical amplifier. EDFAs can operate over the telecoms C-band
(1530-1565 nm) and L-band (1565-1625 nm), though this is a fraction of the
available transmission window of silica fibre (1400-1700 nm). The ranges
covered by the EDFA and other optical amplifiers which operate within the
telecoms window are shown in Fig. 1.1. The figure shows that a number
of doped fibre amplifiers (DFAs) cover a good portion of the window.
Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) and Raman amplifiers can cover
the entire window, though only through the use of multiple devices. A
major aim of this thesis is to find new optical materials which will extend
the wavelength ranges amplified by DFAs.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of amplified wavelengths within the telecoms
window. The vertical lines on the Raman band show typical spacings
of pump sources required and those in the SOA band show typical
operating ranges of single devices.

Recently there has been interest in both thulium-doped silicate and thuliumdoped bismuth glass fibres for S-band (1460-1530 nm) amplification. These
fibres are attractive for telecoms applications because they generally have
good mechanical strength and high melting temperatures, which allows
the potential of fusion-splicing to standard silica telecoms fibre . In order
to develop rare earth-doped amplifiers for other regions of the telecoms
window, alternative glass hosts are required. Research in this area has
traditionally involved praseodymium or thulium-doped fluoride, tellurite
or chalcogenide glasses.
Transition metal-doped crystals are well known as broadband laser materials. A transition metal-doped glass could have the potential to amplify
wavelengths across the entire low loss region of silica.
In addition to extending the wavelength range used by WDM systems, there
is also a desire towards miniaturisation in optical amplifiers. The length of
the EDFA is limited by the low solubility of erbium in alumina-doped silica,
so new materials with increased rare earth solubility are desirable in order
to reduce the size of devices. Current research in this area is focused on
erbium-doped bismuth glass which has improved erbium solubility, though
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another solution is to use the sol-gel technique to produce heavily doped
glasses without phase separation.

1.2

Aims of the research

The aim of the research is to develop new active optical materials for infrared
lasers and optical amplifiers. Though the project is focused on finding novel
glasses for optical devices, investigation into dopant and host combinations
also aims to reveal more about the behaviour of active ions and the properties
of the host materials.

1.3

Outline of the thesis

A overview of the theoretical background required to interpret the results
presented in this thesis is given in chapter 2. The mechanisms causing the
splitting of energy levels when a dopant ion is incorporated into a solid
are outlined, then optical spectroscopy is introduced as the observation
of transitions between these levels. The operation of optical amplifiers
and lasers is then described. The chapter concludes with a review of
current amplifier technology and a discussion of possible solutions for future
amplifiers.
Chapter 3 provides details of the experimental techniques used to obtain
spectroscopic data in this thesis. The chapter also contains an explanation
of the stretched exponential function used to analyse fluorescence lifetime
data in this work.
An investigation into transition metal-doped chalcogenide glasses is presented in chapter 4. The first half describes a study of a range of chromiumdoped chalcogenide glasses. A fluorescence excitation spectrum provides
evidence that chromium is hosted as Cr4+ and fluorescence spectra are
measured and compared at 300 K, 77 K and 4 K. The second half of the
chapter contains a survey of a range of transition metal-doped gallium
lanthanum sulphide (GLS) glasses. Absorption spectra are reported and
analysed with a detailed comparison with transition metal-doped glasses
3
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and crystals reported in the literature. Fluorescence is reported for the first
time in both nickel and vanadium-doped GLS. The emission from V-doped
GLS has a FWHM of 450 nm and is centred at 1420 nm, making it very
interesting as a potential amplifier material.
Erbium and thulium-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics are investigated in
chapter 5. Raman spectra and ultraviolet absorption measurements confirm
that the samples contain tin oxide nanocrystals. Samples containing higher
tin oxide concentrations are shown to have increased fluorescence lifetimes.
Hydroxyl concentrations in the samples were estimated to be ~2000 ppm wt.
A second batch of samples with reduced hydroxyl concentrations showed
no improvement in fluorescence lifetimes. A broad emission peak was
observed in the thulium-doped samples at 1470 nm. The results suggest
that tin silicate glass-ceramics host rare earth ions at the interfaces between
the nanocrystals and the glass.
Chapter 6 presents a study of thulium-doped yttrium aluminosilicate (YAS)
glasses for S-band amplification. In the first part, the glass composition
is optimised in order to maximise the fluorescence lifetime. Raman and
infrared spectra show that altering the yttria:alumina ratio and the silica
content changes the maximum phonon energy of the glass. The relative
effects of this change in maximum phonon energy and changes in refractive
index are assessed and supported by fluorescence lifetime measurements.
The second part describes the fabrication of a thulium-doped YAS fibre. An
unclad fibre with diameter of ~200 flm was drawn from a solid YAS preform
rod. Loss measurements were conducted using the cutback method and
show a minimum loss of 3.6 dB/m at 1360 nm. The characteristic broad
emission at 1470 nm was retained in the fibre and fluorescence resulting
from upconversion processes was identified at 470 nm.
The results obtained in this thesis are summarised in chapter 7 and future
directions of study are proposed as a result of findings in this work.
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Theoretical background
2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides the theoretical basis for the work contained in the
thesis. It begins with an overview of the quantum mechanics which causes
the splitting of energy levels when dopant ions are incorporated into a
solid host. Optical spectroscopy is then introduced as the observation of
transitions between these electronic energy levels. The principles behind
the optical amplifier and laser are then outlined and the chapter concludes
with a review of current optical amplifier technology.

2.2

Optically active centres

When a pure glass or crystal is doped with certain ions, optical absorption
and emission bands are introduced which are not observed in the pure host
material. The combination of the dopant ion and its local environment is
termed an optically active centre. It is both the nature of the dopant ion and
that of its site in the host material which determine the position, shape and
strength of the absorption and emission bands of the centre.
This section contains an outline of the mechanisms which cause the splitting
of energy levels when a free ion is incorporated into a solid host.

5
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2.2.1

Theoretical background

Energy levels of a static ion

Considering first an isolated static ion, the electronic energy levels are given
by the solution to the time-independent Schrodinger equation:
(2.1)

where H is the Hamiltonian operator, 1jJ is the wavefunction of the ion and

En are the eigenvalues of the equation and are the values of the energy levels.
The energy levels of a free ion can be described by the Hamiltonian HFI :
(2.2)

where:

Ho is the orbital Hamiltonian for electrons in the field of a nucleus.
This term arises from the Coulomb interaction between the ion's
outer electrons and both the filled electron shells and the nucleus.
This is the central field approximation, which assumes that the
interaction with filled shells and the nucleus can be averaged to
a spherically symmetric term.

He is the Hamiltonian for the Coulomb interaction of outer
electrons. This energy term comes from the non-central force
experienced by electrons in a partly filled shell.
Hso results from the spin-orbit coupling.

This is due to the
interaction between the electron spin magnetic moment and the
orbital angular momentum of the electron.
When the free ion is incorporated into a host, the energy levels are split and
shifted by the interaction with the electrons of the ligands. The electric
field of the ligands is termed the crystal field, and is accounted for by
an additional term in the Hamiltonian H CF . The effect of the crystal field
is treated differently for rare earth and transition metal ions. Another
consequence of introducing an ion into a solid host is that the coulomb
interaction term is changed. This occurs because the electrons are delocalised
onto the ligands. This is called the nephelauxetic effect and reduces the
energy levels compared to the free ion.
6
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The rare earths or lanthanides are the group of elements between lanthanum
and lutetium on the periodic table. Triply ionised rare earths have the
electronic structure of xenon with a partially filled 4f shell which is shielded
by the larger 552 and 5p6 shells. This shielding effect makes the energy levels
of the rare earths relatively insensitive to their local environment, and so
HCF «He,Hso . This system is in the weak crystal field regime and so HCF
is treated as a perturbation to the free ion energy levels. In rare earths, the
effect of the crystal field is to split the free ion energy levels into Stark levels.
A group of Stark levels originating from the same free ion energy level is
termed a Stark manifold. In 1968, Dieke published a diagram showing the
energy levels of all rare earth ions doped into LaC13 [1]. The energy level
diagram for Er3 + is reconstructed in Fig. 2.1. The width of the energy levels
shows the strength of the crystal field splitting and the semicircles identify
levels from which luminescence occurs.
20

15

•

4F9/2

•

4I9/2

-

4I11/2

Energy

/ x103 cm-1
10

5

o
Figure 2.1: Partial energy level diagram for the trivalent rare earth
ion Er 3+. The data was obtained for Er-doped LaC13 by Dieke [1]
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The first row transition metal ions are the group of elements from titanium
to copper on the fourth row of the periodic table. They are characterised
by a partially filled 3d electron shell. Unlike the case for rare earths, this
unfilled shell is not shielded from the crystal field in a transition metaldoped solid. Consequently, the energy levels of transition metal ions are
strongly affected by the crystal field and the system can be in either an
intermediate crystal field regime (Hso < HeF < He), or in a strong crystal
field regime (Hso < He < HCF). In either case the spin-orbit coupling term is
treated as a perturbation on the crystal field split levels.
The Coulomb interaction between the 3d electrons can be described by the
three Racah parameters. The Racah A parameter can be approximated to
a constant offset energy, and so is neglected in the discussion of transitions
between energy levels. The ratio of the C and B parameters, CIB is
approximately constant for all the first row transition metals and lies between
4 and 5. The system can now be described by the B parameter alone, which is
a measure of the interelectronic repulsion. Tanabe and Sugano represented
the energy levels of the 3d transition metals as a function of the crystal field
strength and the Racah B parameter in a diagram such as the one shown
in Fig. 2.2 [2]. Dq represents the crystal field strength and the energy level
labels correspond to representations for the symmetry group. Each TanabeSugano diagram is specific to the number of 3d electrons, the site symmetry
and the exact value of CIB.
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60
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Figure 2.2: The Tanabe-Sugano diagram for 3d2 ions in a tetrahedral
field (e.g. Cr4+) [2]. The energies are plotted relative to the lowest
level.

2.2.2

The effect of the vibrating host material

In this section the coupling of the dopant ion with the vibrating host is
considered. The consequences of this coupling are that the vibrations in the
host affect the electronic energy levels of the dopant ion and that changes
in the electronic state of the dopant ion can induce vibrations in the ion's
environment.
This complex electron-phonon interaction can be illustrated through the
single configurational coordinate model (SCCM). In this model, the
movement of the ligands is considered as a single symmetrical 'breathing'
mode, so the position of the all the ligands is described by a single parameter:
the ion-ligand separation Q. The ion is considered to sit in a harmonic
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potential, which is a good approximation to the Morse potential near the
minimum. The SCCM also uses the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
which states that the motion of electrons and nuclei can be separated. This
allows the motion of the electrons to be considered around a stationary
nucleus and ligand arrangement. This is a reasonable approximation
because nuclei are much more massive than electrons and so move on a
longer timescale.
Figure 2.3 shows the single configurational coordinate diagram for electronic
states a and b. For each electronic state, the interionic potential is considered
as harmonic and is therefore represented by a parabola in the diagram. The
horizontal lines within the parabolas represent the allowed vibrational levels
of the harmonic oscillator. Optical transitions between electronic states are
shown as vertical lines. This is due to the Franck-Condon principle which
states that electronic transitions occur on such a short timescale that the
nuclei can be considered stationary.
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Electronic state b
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Figure 2.3: The single configurational coordinate model [3], showing
how phonon-assisted absorption gives rise to absorption lineshapes.

An absorption and emission process can be described using the SCCM as
follows:
1. An incoming photon excites the system from the ground vibrational
state in electronic state a to an excited vibrational state in electronic
state b.
11
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2. The system then quickly relaxes into the ground vibrational state of
electronic state b by producing phonons in the host material.
3. Assuming a fully radiative transition, the system remains electronically
excited until spontaneous or stimulated emission causes the system to
return to electronic state a through the emission of a photon.
4. Again, the system relaxes into the ground vibrational state of electronic
state a by the emission of phonons.
The difference in equilibrium position coordinates Q~a) and Q~b) reflects the
difference in electron-phonon coupling between two states. This difference
in electron-lattice coupling is characterised by the Huang-Rhys factor:

(2.3)
where ncu is the energy of the breathing mode vibration and, for absorption
and emission peaks Ea and Ee, Edis is:

(2.4)
This factor is closely related to the Stokes shift which is defined as the energy
difference between the absorption and emission peaks. From the diagram:
Ea - Ee = (25 - 1) nUJ
For transitions between 4f states in rare earth ions 5

(2.5)
~

0 because the 4f

electrons are shielded by complete outer electron shells. From equation 2.5
the Stokes shift is therefore ~ 0 and so phonon-assisted transitions are rarely
observed. In transition metal ions, 3d electrons are more strongly coupled
to the ligands and so vibrational sidebands may be seen on spectra. The
spectral peak arising from the transition between ground vibrational states
of the lower and upper electronic states is termed the zero phonon line (ZPL).
Since each of vibrational states is described by a harmonic oscillator function,
for the lowest energy state the most probable position of the system is
the equilibrium position Qo. For higher energy states, the system is most
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likely to be in the position where the vibrational energy level crosses the
parabola. The intensity of the transition depends upon the square of the
overlap integral of these wavefunctions and so this affects the shape of the
absorption and emission bands. It can be seen from Fig. 2.3 that for sufficient
5 no ZPL will be observed.
The SeeM is also successful in accounting for the temperature dependence
of absorption and emission lineshapes. At 0 K all absorption and emission
transitions will occur from the vibrational ground state. As the temperature
is increased, transitions from higher vibrational states will occur, adding
vibrational sidebands to the absorption and emission spectra.
Nonradiative decay can also be illustrated using the SeeM, Fig. 2.4 shows
such a diagram for electronic states with a large Huang-Rhys parameter.
For sufficiently large 5, excitation of the system from the ground vibrational
state results in the population of a vibrational level of the upper electronic
state which coincides with the crossing point of the parabolas. In this case
the system may relax through the vibrational levels of the lower electronic
state without the emission of a photon. If the system is excited to a state just
below the crossing point, then the same process may occur by tunneling.
Sufficiently high vibrational states may also be thermally populated; this
leads to thermal quenching of fluorescence at higher temperatures.
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Electronic state b

Crossing point

Electronic state a

Configurational coordinate
Figure 2.4: The single configurational coordinate model, showing
mechanisms of phonon assisted nonradiative decay.

2.2.3

Broadening mechanisms

The SCCM shows how the electron-phonon system gives rise to a number
of absorption and emission lines in optical spectra. However, in measured
spectra these lines are broadened and can sometimes appear as single broad
peaks. The mechanisms responsible for this broadening can be categorised
as either homogeneous or inhomogeneous.

2.2.3.1

Homogenous broadening mechanisms

Homogenous broadening mechanisms affect equally all dopant ions in a
material. The largest contribution to the homogeneous linewidthis often due
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to dephasing processes. As phonons travel through a material, they will be
elastically scattered by optical centres. These collisions cause small changes
in the emission frequency of the ion through the crystal field interaction.
Consequently, temporal coherence is reduced and the emission linewidth
is broadened. This process is temperature dependent, as it relies on the
presence of phonons in the host material.
Other homogenous broadening mechanisms increase spectrallinewidths by
decreasing the lifetime of excited states. Nonradiative multiphonon decay
(discussed in section 2.2.5.1) decreases the lifetime of the excited state by
providing an alternative path for de-excitation. There are other phonon
processes which can occur which reduce the lifetime of more closely-spaced
Stark levels. These processes are shown in Fig. 2.5 .
. -------

I

b

t

a
i)

c

c

b

b

a

a
ii)

iii)

Figure 2.5: Phonon processes which lead to homogeneous broadening
i) direct processes ii) Orbach relaxation and iii) Raman process.

The single phonon transition shown in Fig. 2.5 i) occurs between adjacent
energy levels and, because of the small energy difference, are supported
by single phonons in the host. This process leads to rapid thermalisation
of the Stark levels, with levels being occupied according to the Boltzmann
distribution. Therefore as the temperature of the host tends towards 0 K, all
the ions will occupy the lowest Stark level in the manifold.
Orbach relaxation is the two-phonon process shown in Fig. 2.5 ii). Here
the relaxation proceeds from b through an intermediate state c to a, though
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this process can also act to excite an ion from state a to b. The energy gap
between band c, and the difference between c and a are assumed to be less
than the maximum vibrational energy supported by the host material. As
for the direct one-phonon process described above, Orbach processes are
dependent on the availability of phonons in the host.
Another contribution to lifetime broadening is through Raman processes,
shown in Fig. 2.5 iii). These processes are similar to the Orbach process,
except that they involve exciting the ion into a virtual intermediate state i.
Homogeneous broadening also arises from the finite lifetime of excited
electronic states T. According to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the
energy level must have a width of fiE 2:: niT. The contribution to the
broadening of the radiative lifetime is referred to as the naturallinewidth
and it determines the ultimate limit of spectral resolution.

2.2.3.2

Inhomogenous broadening mechanisms

Inhomogeneous broadening arises from the range of local environments
experienced by different ions in a doped material. Altered site symmetries
and ion-ligand separations cause shifts in the energy levels of individual
ions throughout the solid. Emission and absorption transitions involving
these levels therefore occur over a range of energies, producing broadened
spectral bands.
Inhomogeneous broadening is much larger in glasses than in crystals. In
crystals, site to site variations arise from defects and strains in the crystal
lattice, and inhomogeneous broadening is small enough so that for rare
earth ions, homogeneous lines corresponding to individual Stark levels can
be resolved in absorption and emission spectra. In glasses, the dopant
ions enter the host as network modifiers and the broadening is many times
stronger. The superposition of the range of homogeneous lines creates a
broad inhomogeneous profile in absorption and emission spectra.
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2.2.4

Radiative transitions

2.2.4.1

Transition strengths

Transitions between energy levels occurs from an additional term in the
Hamiltonian which arises from the interaction of electric and magnetic
dipoles with the electric field of the radiation. Since electric dipole
processes dominate over magnetic dipole transition strengths, magnetic
dipole transitions are neglected in this discussion. The transition strength
is dependent upon the square of the matrix element of the electric dipole
operator:
S(a, b) =

La,b l(alplb)1 2,

(2.6)

where p is the electric dipole operator.
Experimentally, transition strengths are determined by measuring absorption cross sections, which can be obtained from transmittance measurements:
1
lin (V)
aab(V) = -d In - ()
I
P

(2.7)

out V

where p is the number density of active centres, d is the path length, lin is
the incident intensity and lout in the transmitted intensity. The integrated
absorption cross section is related to the transition strength by [3]:

f

1 Sn 3vn
1
a(v)dv = -4- 3h XED-SED(ab)

c

nco

ga

(2.S)

where co is the electric permittivity of free space, n is the refractive index
of the material, c is the speed of light in a vacuum XED=(n2;2)Z is the local
field correction and ga is the statistical weight of state a. This relationship
is important in Judd-Ofelt analysis, which can be used to calculate radiative
transition rates between energy levels in rare earth-doped materials. JuddOfelt analysis is discussed further in section 6.6.1.
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2.2.4.2

Selection rules

Since the transition strength depends on the matrix element of the electric
dipole operator, if the matrix element is zero no electric dipole transition will
be observed. Consideration of when this matrix element is non-zero leads
to a number of selection rules for allowed transitions [4]:
• Transitions are only allowed between states of opposite parity
• For 25+1 L terms, I1S = 0 and I1L
• For 25+1 LJ terms, I1J

"* 0

= 0, ±1 but not J = 0 ~ J = 0

So both 4f-4f and 3d-3d transitions in octahedral symmetry are forbidden,
which is the reason that these transitions exhibit relatively long lifetimes.
However these transitions are still allowed by the magnetic dipole process,
and deviations from perfect symmetry in the active centre cause 5d states
of opposite parity to be mixed into the 4f configuration. The strength of
this mixing can be calculated using Judd-Ofelt analysis, as described in
section 6.6.1.

2.2.4.3

Transition rates

The spontaneous emission rate between electronic states a and b is [3]:
(2.9)
In the absence of other processes, the rate of decay of the upper state
population is proportional to the population of that level:
(2.10)
where N2 is the population of ions in the upper level. This leads to
the emission having a spontaneous lifetime of Tsp = I/A ED • Rearranging
equation 2.10 to obtain N2 as a function of t gives:
N 2 -- N 2(O)e -AEDt
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where N 2 (o) is the initial population of level 2. This shows that as
the excitation light is removed from an active material, the fluorescence
intensity will decrease exponentially. In fact fluorescence decay is often
non-exponential and the deviation from exponential behaviour can give
information about processes occurring in the solid.

2.2.5

Nonradiative decay

2.2.5.1

Multiphonon decay

In rare earth-doped solids where 5 : : : 0, nonradiative relaxation cannot occur
by level-crossing, but can occur by multiphonon emission. Where the energy
gap between the excited and lower electronic states is larger than the energy
of single phonons supported by the host, multiphonon decay occurs through
the simultaneous emission of a number of phonons into the solid host.
The multiphonon decay rate Wnr is [5]:
Wnr = C[(n(T) + 1)· y]P,

(2.12)

where n(T) is the Bose-Einstein occupation number, p is the number of
phonons required to bridge the energy gap (p = I'1Ej11cu), y is the electronphonon coupling constant and C is a constant of the host. An important
feature of this relationship is that the multiphonon decay rate depends
exponentially on the number of phonons. This means that multiphonon
decay rate is determined largely by the highest energy phonons supported
by the host. The maximum phonon energy of a material can be determined
through Raman spectroscopy. Multiphonon decay is expected to be a
significant contribution to the total decay rate when five phonons or fewer
can span the energy gap between levels.

2.2.5.2

Interionic interactions

When a solid is doped with a sufficiently high concentration of active ions,
the interionic distance will be decreased so that the effect of interionic
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interactions will be observed.

The three basic types of energy transfer

between ions are shown in Fig. 2.6.

u----

1--------

iII
0---'--i)

ii)

iii)

Figure 2.6: Energy transfer mechanisms: i) energy migration ii) cross
relaxation iii) upconversion.

Energy migration as shown in Fig. 2.6 i) is the transfer of energy from
one excited ion to a nearby ion in the ground state. Though this process
does not affect the decay rate of excited states, the energy may migrate to
a trap site where the ion relaxes nonradiatively. Another process which
reduces the excited state population is cross relaxation, shown in Fig. 2.6 ii).
This mechanism involves the partial transfer of the excitation energy to a
neighbouring ion in the ground state. The third method of energy transfer
is up conversion, shown in Fig. 2.6 iii). Upconversion involves the transfer
of energy from one excited ion to another excited ion.
Forster [6] and Dexter [7] first considered multipolar energy transfer between
ions. The largest contribution is from electric dipole interactions and the
strength of dipole-dipole interactions depends on the inverse sixth power
of the interionic distance. Since the interionic distance depends on the
inverse third root of the ion concentration, the interaction strength depends
on the square of the concentration. Since both energy migration and cross
relaxation are concentration dependent and cause a decrease in population
of the excited state in a doped solid, these processes contribute to a decrease
in fluorescence intensity known as concentration quenching.
Since both energy migration and cross relaxation require an ion in the excited
state, they depend on the excitation intensity. Because upconversion requires
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two ions in the excited state, up conversion processes depend on the square
of the excitation intensity below saturation.
Though energy transfer processes can be useful in certain laser systems, it
is often desirable to avoid these effects in the development of new active
materials. For this reason, the samples made and studied in this work are
doped at concentrations below 1% and fluorescence measurements are made
using low excitation intensities.

2.3

Lasers

Over the last forty years, the use of lasers has become increasingly
widespread, with lasers having applications in science, communications,
materials processing, medical therapies, data storage and environmental
sensing. There are several types of lasers and they are generally classified as
solid-state, liquid, gas or semiconductor. The operation of solid-state lasers
is based on the behaviour of optically active centres.
A laser consists primarily of three components: a gain medium, an energy
source and mirrors which form a resonant cavity. The pump energy is
used to excite electrons in the gain medium, which relax by emitting
photons. The mirrors of the cavity then feed back the radiation into the gain
medium, causing stimulated emission of photons with the same energy and
momentum. This process causes a buildup of photons in the cavity, which
leave to form the laser beam.
In a laser, the probability of stimulated emission from the excited level must
exceed that of absorption from the lower level at the laser wavelength. This
requires the population of the metastable state to be greater than that of the
ground state. In an optically pumped system, this population inversion is
most efficiently achieved if there are more than two levels. Figures 2.7 i)
and ii) show the 3-level and 4-level pumping schemes commonly used in
laser systems. In the 3-level laser scheme, electrons are pumped into a
higher-lying energy level, from which they rapidly decay to a lower excited
metastable state. Emission of photons from this state feeds back to the
system through stimulated emission which causes a buildup of photons of
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a particular energy. Laser action occurs when light oscillating in the cavity
experiences a net gain for each round trip.
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Figure 2.7: Laser pumping schemes i) a 3-level pumping scheme ii) a
4-level pumping scheme, dashed arrows represent fast nonradiative
transitions.

In the 4-level scheme, fast nonradiative processes help to depopulate the
lower laser level, making it easier to achieve population inversion. This can
result in laser operation at lower threshold pump powers. The threshold of
a laser is inversely proportional to the product of upper state lifetime and
emission cross section [8]. The efficiency of a laser can be characterised by
the increase in output power gained per unit increase in pump power; this
is termed the slope efficiency. The slope efficiency of a laser is limited by
the quantum defect and the quantum efficiency. The quantum defect is the
ratio of laser photon to pump photon energy. Quantum efficiency is defined
as the number of emitted photons for each absorbed photon, or QE = T/Trad
where T is the total lifetime and Trad is the radiative lifetime.

2.4

Optical telecommunications

Over the last 20 years, rare earth-doped glass amplifiers have become an
integral part oflong-haul telecommunications systems. This section contains
a brief introduction to optical telecommunications systems, which leads into
a discussion of current optical amplifier solutions and how current systems
can be improved through the development of novel doped materials.
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A typical modern point-to-point optical telecommunications system comprises a laser source, modulation device, transmission fibres, optical
amplifiers and a detector.
Light travels from the source to the detector through glass optical fibres. The
transmission fibre is typically made of silica by modified chemical vapour
deposition (MCVD) [9]. Progress in fibre fabrication techniques over the last
25 years has resulted in the production of silica fibres with a minimum loss
of ~0.2 dB/km, close to the theoretical minimum of 0.1 dB/km at 1550 nm.
In order to transmit data over long distances, the optical signal must
be amplified periodically to compensate for the intrinsic absorption and
scattering losses associated with the fibre. During the 1980s, electrical
regenerators were widely used for this purpose. In these devices, the
optical signal was detected and converted into an electrical signal. It was
then amplified and reshaped before being converted back to an optical
signal using a semiconductor laser. Though this system was sufficient
for transmission rates up to 10 Gbjs, the electrical regenerator became the
bottleneck in higher capacity systems [10]. Also, networks using these
amplifiers were limited to a single bitrate, which strongly restricts the
scalability of the system. Further expansion of such networks is limited
because if different transmission wavelengths were used, a separate device
would be required to amplify each wavelength.
The development of the erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) in the late
1980s opened up new possibilities for high bandwidth optical telecommunications. This all-optical amplifier not only allows many channels to be
amplified simultaneously in a single device, but they are also insensitive to
bitrate and modulation format. All-optical amplification is now by far the
most cost effective method of achieving high capacity long-haul networks.
Detectors in optical telecoms systems usually utilise a low noise preamplifier which amplifies the optical signal before it is detected. The most
common detector used in optical telecommunications is the InGaAs PIN
photodiode.
One of the long term aims of current research in optoelectronics is to develop
integrated optical devices. These devices would comprise a number of
functions on a single optical chip. The first challenge of this development is
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to incorporate switching, attenuating and filtering capabilities onto a planar
device. It will then become important to amplify light within the same
structure. This poses an interesting problem, when considering that the
length of the EDFA is ~ 10 m. A possible solution to this may be to use
sol-gel-produced silica glasses, which are known to host significantly more
erbium ions than MCVD-produced silica without clustering effects. This
area is the subject of chapter 5 of this thesis.

2.5

Optical amplifiers

In order to meet the increasing demand for bandwidth, the technique of
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) was introduced. This allows
a number of data streams, spread across multiple wavelengths, to be
transmitted simultaneously along a single fibre. Dense WDM (DWDM)
systems use channels separated by less than 1 nm to maximise transmission
capacity. WDM has now been widely adopted in long-haul optical
telecommunications systems. This technology requires the amplification
of multiple signal wavelengths; there are currently three main ways of
achieving this.

2.5.1

Existing amplifier technology

2.5.1.1

Rare earth-doped fibre amplifiers

Erbium-doped fibre amplifier
The most commonly used optical amplifier in long-haul telecoms is the
EDFA. An EDFA essentially consists of a length of silica fibre with Er3+
doped into the core.
The pump light required for amplification in an EDFA is provided by a laser
diode and is coupled into the erbium-doped fibre with the signal. The pump
beam excites the erbium ions into the metastable state. The signal photons
stimulate emission from these excited ions and the resulting emitted photons
have the same wavelength as the incoming photons and travel in the same
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direction, and so increase the signal strength. This amplification process
operates over the range 1530-1560 nm in an EDFA. The gain profile over this
region is not uniform, so the gain may be equalised by using a fibre Bragg
grating or another type of filter.
The 1550 nm transition relies on the decay from the 4113 / 2 level to the 4115 / 2
level as shown in Fig. 2.8 i). The energy gap between these levels is
approximately 6500 cm-I, while the maximum phonon energy of silica is
around 1100 cm-1 . This means that quenching due to multiphonon decay in
the EDFA is negligible and this transition is very efficient. It is a remarkable
coincidence that this near-infrared emission from erbium coincides with the
low loss wavelength region of silica fibre (C-band). Because silica is a high
phonon energy glass, the EDFA is the only silica-based rare earth-doped
amplifier developed to operate in the 1200-1700 nm region.

4111/2

3F4
4113/2

3F3
3H4
3F2
3H6

i) Er3+

ii) Pr3+

iii) Tm3+

Figure 2.8: Partial energy level diagrams for i) Er3+ ii) Pr3+ iii) Tm3 + [4]
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The EDFA can be pumped either resonantly at 1480 nm from 4115 /2 to 4113/2
or indirectly at 980 nm from 4115 /2 to 4111/2 which relies on multiphonon
relaxation to 4113/2 to populate the metastable state. The performance of
these amplifiers has been maximised by incorporating several stages into
a single device. These multistage EDFAs typically comprise a low noise
pre-amplifier and a high gain booster amplifier. The first stage uses a
980 nm A1Ga1nAs diode pump, which provides a better signal to noise
ratio. The second stage uses a 1480 nm 1nGaAsP diode pump for more
efficient pumping and a more uniform gain.
Because silica glass is used as the host in EDFAs, they can be connected
to standard telecoms transmission fibre by fusion splicing. Erbium-doped
fibres can be made by MCVD using solution doping to incorporate the
erbium ions. Silica has a limited solubility of erbium ions, and by adding
small amounts of alumina, the erbium solubility is improved [11]. However,
the performance of erbium-doped fibres is limited by energy transfer effects
at a concentration of around 1% atomic. This requires that fibre lengths of
~10 m are used in EDFAs.

Praseodymium-doped fibre amplifier
The praseodymium doped fibre amplifier (PDFA) operates on the same
principle as the EDFA. It relies on emission from 1G4 to 3H5 levels of trivalent
praseodymium shown in Fig. 2.8 ii), which is centred at 1310 nm and covers
the wavelength range 1290-1315 nm [12]. The PDFA can be pumped by an
1nGaAs diode laser at 1017 nm «50 mW output) from the 3H4 level to the
1G4 level [13].
Because there is a relatively small energy gap between the 3F4 and 1G4
levels, silica is not an appropriate host for the PDFA and a low phonon
energy host such as ZrF4-BaFz-LaFrA1F3-NaF (ZBLAN) is required to reduce
multiphonon decay and therefore increase the quantum efficiency of this
transition. The quantum efficiency of praseodymium-doped ZBLAN is
~4% [14].
The fact that the PDFA is based on a glass with much lower melting
temperature than silica means that it cannot be fusion spliced to existing
fibre networks. The fibres are glued instead, resulting in a much higher
coupling loss than for a fusion splice (0.3 dB compared to 0.1 dB). Further
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signal loss results from the large refractive index difference between the
transmission fibre and amplifier, which causes increased back-reflection.
It is notable that PDFAs did achieve commercial production despite their

low quantum efficiency, though they have not achieved widespread use in
optical telecommunications.
Thulium-doped fibre amplifier
Fluoride-based thulium-doped fibre amplifiers (TDFA) have also been
produced commercially in the last few years, though like the PDFA they have
not been widely adopted. TDFAs, which operate at telecoms wavelengths,
also require a low phonon energy host to reduce multiphonon decay and
increase efficiency. The transition involved is shown in Fig. 2.8 iii) and is
from the 3F4 level to the 3H4level. This system has the added complication
that the lower level lifetime is longer than that of the upper level. There
are several pumping schemes which can be used to achieve gain in a TDFA
and these are described in chapter 6. Current TDFAs exhibit gain from
1460-1490 nm.

2.5.1.2

Raman amplification

Although Raman amplification in silica fibres was first demonstrated in
the early 1970s, the unavailability of cheap high power diode pump sources
precluded the possibility for commercial devices until the late 1990s. Raman
amplifiers are now widely deployed in long-haul and ultra long-haul optical
telecommunications networks [15].
Raman amplification uses the intrinsic properties of silica to achieve
amplification. The process which produces the amplification is stimulated
Raman scattering, shown in Fig. 2.9, and requires high pump intensities.
The incoming pump photon releases some energy by the emission of one
or more phonons in the solid, resulting in a scattered photon with a higher
wavelength that that of the pump. The peak of Raman scattering in silica is
shifted by about 450 cm-1 from the pump beam, this corresponds to a shift
of about 100 nm at 1500 nm.
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b

a

Figure 2.9: Stimulated Raman scattering from energy level a to b
through the virtual state i.

Raman amplifiers require high power pump sources, typically 0.5 W
continuous wave (CW) diode lasers are used. Because the Raman gain
coefficient of silica fibre is small, many kilometers are required to produce a
significant signal gain. In these systems the amplification occurs throughout
the transmission fibre, and so Raman amplifiers are described as distributed
amplifiers, whereas the EDFA and PDFA are termed lumped amplifiers. The
high pump power required for Raman amplification can cause unwanted
non-linear effects, including four-wave mixing (FWM) which decreases the
signal strength [16].
In order for a Raman amplifier to operate over a large spectral range, several
pump wavelengths are needed to maintain a broad flat gain [17]. The fact
that these pump sources may degrade at different rates could cause problems
with the durability of the device.
The very short virtual upper level lifetimes make Raman amplifiers
susceptible to pump noise and crosstalk by cross gain saturation. This
noise can be reduced by adopting a counter pumping scheme with a long
interaction length [18]. At high pump powers, a significant amount of light
will be Rayleigh scattered and then scattered again. This double Rayleigh
scattered light is then amplified and can constitute a major source of noise
in the system [19].
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2.5.1.3

Semiconductor optical amplifier

The structure of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) is essentially the
same as that of a semiconductor laser. The light is guided in a planar
sandwich-type waveguide, where the central layer is of higher refractive
index than those either side. The major difference between SOAs and
semiconductor lasers is that the facets of an SOA are designed to have low
reflectivity.
Each device will operate over a bandwidth of about 40 nm, but by controlling
the materials used in the amplifier, devices can be made which operate over
different wavelength ranges throughout the telecoms windows [20].
SOAs also suffer from FWM, which can be reduced by splitting the input
signal to several amplifiers and recombining it, however this lowers the
signal to noise ratio. Also, crosstalk is excessive even at widest standard
telecoms wavelength spacing (1.6 nm) because of the short excited state
lifetime of the electrons. Pulse distortion and gain fluctuations with signal
power result from the short excited state lifetime in SOAs and cause
problems particularly when adding and removing WDM channels. The
required pigtail coupling losses into waveguide are around 3 dB per facet.
Because, unlike rare earth-doped fibre amplifiers, SOAs are polarisation
dependent, they may be most suitable for power and pre-amplifiers.
However, one way to compensate for this is to pass the light through a
polarising beam-splitter and amplify each beam with orthogonal amplifiers.
SO As are most promising for use in metro systems in coarse WDM (CWDM),
which is a possible solution for transmitting data over shorter distances
which uses large wavelength spacings of around 20 nm. These systems are
expected to require a SOA for each 4 channels in a 16 channel system [21].

2.5.2

Future amplifier technology

Advances in fabrication techniques continued throughout the 1990s resulting in silica fibres with a minimum loss of less than 0.2 dBjkm. In 1998,
Lucent Technologies introduced the AllWave fibre which contains less
than one part per billion hydroxyl ions. Figure 2.10 shows the reduction
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in absorption caused by the removal of hydroxyl in silica fibre. The
introduction of this new fibre brings possibilities of increased bandwidth
transmission by utilising the E and S-bands (which are shown in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Loss of silica fibres over the standard telecoms bands,
showing the effect of reduced hydroxyl content in AllWave fibres [15].

The intrinsic transmission loss of silica fibre arises from the infrared
absorption tail and losses from Rayleigh, Raman and Brillouin scattering.
Raman and Brillouin scattering are both nonlinear processes and so cause
problems only at high light intensities. Rayleigh scattering represents the
largest loss in silica and shows a dependence on i\. -4, this leads to the decrease
in loss from shorter wavelengths to 1550 nm. Multiphonon absorption limits
transmission beyond this wavelength. There are several candidates for fibres
with increased infrared transmission, which have much lower theoretical
minimum losses than silica. Chalcogenide glasses such as Ga:La:S and
fluoride and tellurite glasses (oxide glass with Te02 as the major component)
are all low phonon energy glasses, which not only have excellent infrared
transmission, but also benefit from useful spectroscopic properties as glass
hosts. However, problems associated with making high quality fibres from
these glasses have limited their usefulness so far.
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In order to utilise the potential bandwidth over all the telecoms bands
in long-haul telecommunications, amplifiers are required for these wavelengths. Figure 1.1 shows an overview of the wavelengths over which
various amplifiers operate. Though none of the other rare earth-doped
amplifiers rivals the efficiency of the EDFA, there are some interesting
alternatives to Raman and SOAs outside of the C and L-bands.

2.5.2.1

Attributes of a new amplifier system

There are many requirements to be fulfilled for a new optical amplifier:
• The gain bandwidth of an amplifier should be large so that many WDM
channels can be amplified. Materials exhibiting strong homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening are suitable to fulfil this requirement.
• The gain profile should be as flat as possible. This reduces the
requirement for gain equalisation and will increase the overall
efficiency of the device. Again this will be satisfied by materials with
strong broadening.
• The amplifier should not introduce excessive noise to the system.
Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) introduces noise into rare earth
amplifiers.
• Amplifiers should exhibit minimal interchannel crosstalk. The long
lifetimes of the excited states in rare earth-doped materials mean that
crosstalk in these materials is minimal [22].
• A low loss method of splicing the amplifier to telecoms fibre is required.
Silica fibres are usually fusion-spliced which is fast and cheap and
results in a strong, low loss connection. Ma terials with different
melting points or thermal expansion coefficients may not be suitable
for fusion splicing with silica fibre.
• For an optically pumped amplifier, inexpensive high power pump
sources should be commercially viable for the required wavelength.
Materials with broad absorption bands may allow more flexibility in
the pump source.
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• Fabrication techniques should be reliable and reproducible. This
includes maintaining consistent glass composition in a fibre and
achieving a reproducible splicing technique .
• The amplifier should have sufficient mechanical strength and chemical
stability. Fibre amplifiers can be protected from physical and chemical
damage by applying suitable coatings, though this is likely to increase
the production costs.
The importance of each of these attributes will be weighted according to
the type of optical amplifier required. For example the requirement for low
noise is more important in pre-amplifiers and in-line amplifiers than for
power amplifiers. Mechanical strength and chemical stability may be more
important for submarine in-line amplifiers where accessibility is difficult
and expensive. High output power is important for both power and in-line
amplifiers, but not for pre-amplifiers.
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2.5.2.2 Future rare earth amplifiers
Erbium-doped fibre amplifier
Fluoride-based EDFAs have been demonstrated to show flatter gain characteristics than standard aluminosilicate-based EDFAs. The gain bandwidth
may also be extended on the long wavelength side by optimisation of
the pump wavelength [23]. Fluorozirconate glass has a greater solubility
of erbium ions than silica, and emission at 1550 nm has been observed
from ZBLAN containing 18% erbium [24]. However, fluoride glasses are
fragile and environmentally unstable, showing sensitivity to humidity and
temperature. The large difference in melting points between fluorides and
silica means that these fibres cannot be fusion spliced to standard telecoms
fibre.
More recently, erbium-doped tellurite fibres were studied for their emission
at 1550 nm. These fibres show increased rare earth solubility, and a broad,
flat gain of 70 nm from 1535-1605 nm [25]. The origin of this increased
emission bandwidth has been attributed to both the range and flexibility of
dopant sites in the tellurite structure [26]. Tellurite glasses are more stable
and resistant to corrosion than fluoride glasses.
Neodymium-doped fibre amplifier
Neodymium-doped silica is well known as an active medium for fibre lasers
at 1060 nm. Unfortunately, the 1320 nm emission fromlevels 4F3/2 ----7 4113 /2
(shown in Fig. 2.11 i)) is limited by the broad ESA band from the metastable
level to 4G 9 / 2 and 4G 7 / 2 [27]. This means that the 1320 nm emission in
neodymium-doped silica cannot be exploited for use in optical telecoms [28].
An investigation into neodymium-doped tellurite glasses also concluded
that ESA eliminates gain for this transition [29]. However, gain from 13201350 nm has been demonstrated in neodymium-doped fluoride glasses [30],
though strong emission from the metastable state at 1060 nm severely limits
the quantum efficiency of the amplification transition.
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Figure 2.11: Partial energy level diagrams for i) Nd 3+ ii) D y 3+ [4].

Dysprosium-doped fibre amplifier
Several spectroscopic studies of dysprosium-doped chalcogenide glasses
have been carried out [31-36]. The near infrared emission from dysprosium
relies on the transition shown in Fig. 2.11 ii) from 6F ll / 2,6H9 / 2 ~6H15/2 and
is centred at 1350 nm. Though these glasses have low phonon energies,
and have reasonable thermal characteristics for fibre drawing, they also
have a high refractive index. This can be a disadvantage in optical devices
due to the increased back-reflection at the interface with silica fibres. The
main advantage of a dysprosium-based amplifier over a PDFA is the small
interaction length required. Dysprosium amplifiers have the potential to be
made from just 1 m of fibre.
Thulium-doped fibre amplifier
Thulium is a promising dopant ion for new optical amplifiers in the S-band.
There have been many studies of fluoride-based TDFAs which have been
reported to exhibit gain from 1450-1490 nm [25,37-41]. More recently
multicomponent silicate fibres doped with thulium have produced gain from
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1460-1520 nm [42]. Thulium-doped amplifiers require a low phonon host,

because the 1460 nm emission is quenched by multiphonon emission in silica
glass. However, it is less sensitive than dysprosium and praseodymium to
multiphonon decay. Thulium-doped tellurite glasses have also recently
been considered for amplification for telecoms applications [43-45]. It was
observed that the emission at 1460 nm broadened by around 30 nm to
a FWHM of 105 nm in these glasses. However, the efficiency of these
materials is compromised by the presence of hydroxyl impurities, which
has an overtone absorption at around 1.4 [lm.
The upper level, 3F4, can be pumped by reliable, low-cost A1GaAs laser
diodes at around 800 nm. The 1470 nm transition is self-terminating and
requires the 3H4 level to be depopulated. This can be done by co-doping
with another rare earth ion which has an absorption band coinciding with the
lower level (e.g. holmium) to deplete the lower level through energy transfer
processes followed by multiphonon decay of the acceptor ion [44]. Another
method of achieving population inversion is by simultaneously pumping
ions in the 3H4 level to the 3F2,3 levels with a 1064 nm source, multiphonon
decay from these levels then serves to populate the 3F4 level [46].
However, as with the other non-silica-based amplifier systems, there is
a loss associated with the interface between the amplifier fibre and the
transmission fibre which introduces extra noise into the system.
An interesting possible solution for broadband amplification was investigated in a parallel amplifier. Here a fluoride-based TDFA was combined
in parallel with a tellurite-based EDFA to provide a flat amplification
bandwidth of 113 nm [25], although there is a gap of 48 nm between the
gain bands.

2.5.2.3

Transition metal doped fibre amplifier

Though transition metal ions are well known for their use as active ions
in laser crystals, no transition metal glass laser has been demonstrated to
date. The tetravalent form of the chromium ion is particularly interesting
for telecoms applications. The emission bandwidth is extremely broad
and covers much of the telecoms window. Cr4+ -based lasers have been
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demonstrated in a number of crystal hosts [47--49]. The optical properties
and potential of Cr4+ as the active ion in an amplifier are discussed further
in the introduction of chapter 4.

2.5.2.4

Glass-ceramics for optical amplifiers

Transparent glass-ceramics are an interesting type of material which
has been identified to provide possible new hosts for optical amplifiers
and lasers [50-53]. These are glasses which contain nanocrystals with
dimensions of the order of 10 nm. These materials have the potential to
combine the advantages of a low phonon energy environment for the active
ion with the material properties of a glass.
One recently discovered method of obtaining a silica-based glass-ceramic is
by processing through the sol-gel route. A review of this technology is given
at the start of chapter 5.

2.6

Summary

While demand for bandwidth continues to increase, there is an increasing
need for better broadband amplifiers. The ED FA technology is now
relatively mature, and it is unlikely that its gain bandwidth will be
significantly increased further. While other devices utilising low-phonon
glasses can provide gain outside the C-band, challenges remain in solving
the mechanical and stability problems associated with these fibres. Raman
amplification can also provide gain over a very wide wavelength range, but
is an expensive and complicated solution. The work described in this thesis
will explore some of the alternative solutions outlined in this chapter, and
will assess their potential by comparison with current technologies.
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This chapter gives details of the experimental techniques employed throughout this work. While ultraviolet, visible and infrared absorption spectra
and Raman spectra can be measured using commercially manufactured
equipment, emission and lifetime properties are better obtained through
manually constructed setups.

3.1

Optical absorption spectroscopy

Absorption spectra for the chalcogenide samples studied in chapter 4
were measured using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-9 spectrophotometer. This
instrument uses a split beam system, which measures the difference between
the beam passing through the sample, and an unobstructed beam. An
accuracy of ±0.2 nm can be achieved in the UV and visible ranges, and
±0.8 nm in the near infrared. The Lambda-9 operates over the range
185-3200 nm (3,100-54,000 cm- 1 ). The spectrophotometer is controlled by
computer, which also records the spectral data.
A Varian Cary 500 spectrophotometer was used to take the absorption
spectra for the samples in chapters 5 and 6. This instrument operates over
the range 175-3300 nm with a resolution of ±0.1 nm and ±0.4 nm in the
UV-vis and infrared regions respectively.
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Data is obtained from the spectrophotometer in units of absorbance A:
(3.1)
where Io is the incident intensity and I is the transmitted intensity. In order
to compare absorption intensities of samples of different thickness, results
in this thesis are presented in the unit of absorption coefficient a:
A

a=d ln10,

(3.2)

where d is the sample thickness. Absorption measurements are used in this
thesis to help determine the valence state of transition metal ions doped into
glass. Integrated absorption measurements are used to determine transition
strengths in rare earth ion doped glasses for Judd-Ofelt analysis. For this
analysis absorption in expressed in terms of the absorption cross section 0":
a
0"

= N'

(3.3)

where N is the number of absorbing species.

3.1.1

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

While UV-vis spectroscopy covers the spectral range of electronic transitions
of dopant ions, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy FTIR spectra cover
the region of molecular vibrations. Relative concentrations of hydroxyl can
be determined from FTIR spectra, since the fundamental 0-H stretching
band lies at around 3500 cm- 1 (2900 nm).
FTIR spectra were measured using a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FTIR spectrometer.
An FTIR spectrometer consists primarily of an interferometer and an infrared
detector, as shown in Fig. 3.1. To obtain a spectrum the translating mirror is
moved at a constant speed so that its position is known at all times. Intensity
is measured by the infrared detector through the range of positions of the
translating mirror. A background scan must be taken before the data is
taken for the sample, this background will depend on the characteristics
of the instrument and the amount of water and carbon dioxide in the air.
This data is an interferogram and for the initial background scan contains
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information about all the frequencies emitted by the source. A computer is
used to perform a Fourier transform on the data, which results in a plot of
frequency against intensity.
Stationary mirror
I

I

Translating mirror
Broadband
infrared
source

/

/

-

/

-

....-...-..

B eamsplitter

I

I

Sample
Computer

IR detector

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of an FTIR spectrometer.

3.2

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a useful tool for identifying crystals in materials.
For active optical materials, Raman spectra can be used to determine the
maximum phonon energy.
Raman spectra were measured using a Renishaw Ramascope with a 10 m W
633 nm HeNe laser and a SOx objective lens. Figure 3.2 shows the setup,
which incorporates a notch filter which reflects the incoming laser beam
into the microscope, and filters out the 633 nm light as the scattered light
passes through to the CCD. The beam is focused down onto the sample, and
the 180 back-scattered light is collected by the objective lens, and passes
through the notch filter to be dispersed by a grating onto the CCD. The
grating rotates allowing the measurement of a range of wavelengths, at a
resolution of 4 cm-I .
0
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of Raman measurement setup.

While vibrational modes in crystals lead to sharp peaks in Raman spectra,
the lack of long range order in glasses leads to broadened Raman peaks.
This leads to a problem in the definition of the maximum phonon energy.
Since it is the highest energy phonons which contribute most to multiphonon
decay in rare earth-doped materials, it would seem appropriate to define the
maximum phonon energy as the point at which the Raman has decreased to
1/ e of its maximum intensity. However, reports in literature usually consider
the maximum phonon energy to be the peak value of the Raman shift, so
this is the convention used here.

3.3

Fluorescence spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectra can be used to give information on the dopant ion's site
in the host material. Disorder in the host causes inhomogeneous broadening
which produces broad peaks in fluorescence spectra. The position of peaks
in fluorescence spectra provides information on the valence states of dopant
ions, particularly in the case of transition metals. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of fluorescence peaks also gives an indication of the
possible wavelength range that the material may be useful for in a device.
In order to measure fluorescence spectra from doped materials, the material
is excited with a pump laser, the fluorescence is then collected and dispersed
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so that the intensity at difference wavelengths can be measured. A SpectraPhysics 2040E argon-ion laser was used to pump a Spectra-Physics 3900S
Ti:sapphire laser, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The maximum power output of
the argon ion laser is 20 W, and the Ti:sapphire laser has a tuning range
of 675-1100 nm. For later experiments on thulium-doped samples, the
pump source was replaced by a Milon laser diode which was tunable from
800-813 nm. An Acton SpectraPro 300i monochromator was placed in front
of a New Focus 2034 InGaAs photodiode (sensitive from 800-2200 nm). The
beam from the Ti:sapphire was raised to the height of the monochromator's
entrance and chopped using a Stanford SR540 optical chopper. The
triangular configuration of mirrors was required because the beam needed
to be raised by just a few millimetres. The beam was then focused into
the sample, and the fluorescence was collimated and focused into the
monochromator through a filter. The filter was required to attenuate any
scattered excitation light which may enter the monochromator. The InGaAs
detector was aligned to the exit of the monochromator and was connected
to a Stanford SR530 lock-in amplifier with the reference Signal from the
chopper. The monochromator was controlled by a computer, and the data
from the lock-in amplifier was recorded as the monochromator scanned over
the required wavelength range.
Lock-in amplifier

Argon ion laser

Computer

Monochromator

Filter

Ti:Sapphire

InGaAs
detector

Sample

Figure 3.3: Experimental configuration used to obtain fluorescence
spectra.

The chopper speed was set according to the approximate fluorescence
lifetime of the sample being studied. At very low frequencies 1/f noise is
increased, and the time taken to obtain spectra becomes prohibitively long.
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At higher frequencies, the emission intensity varies little during chopping
so a weaker signal is detected.
The laser was focused onto the edge of the sample being studied. This
is important, particularly for transition metal-doped samples, to prevent
distortion of the fluorescence spectrum caused by reabsorption. An example
of the effect of reabsorption of a chromium-doped glass is shown in Fig. 4.5.
In order to correct measured data for the uneven spectral response of the
system, a spectrum was taken of a 50 W halogen lamp. Assuming that
the halogen lamp acts as a blackbody at 3100 K, the intensity of corrected
spectrum is given by:
I(i\.) =

3.3.1

Iraw(i\.)
halogen (i\.) / hlackbody(i\.)

(3.4)

Low temperature fluorescence spectroscopy

Low temperature fluorescence spectra are particularly useful for determining inhomogeneous linewidths for transition metal-doped materials.
Changes in fluorescence intensity at low temperature can also give an
indication of the significance of nonradiative decay at room temperature.
A similar arrangement to that in Fig. 3.3 was used for low temperature
spectroscopy. The sample was placed in a bath cryostat, which consists of
a central reservoir surrounded by liquid nitrogen insulating reservoirs, as
shown in Fig. 3.4. For emission measurements at 4 K the central reservoir
was filled with liquid helium, for measurements at 77 K liquid nitrogen
was used instead. The sample was immersed in the liquid, and the beam
passed through glass windows in the cryostat. Fluorescence was collected
perpendicular to the beam through another window in the cryostat.
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Figure 3.4: Cross section of the liquid helium cryostat. The sample is
excited and fluorescence is collected through windows in the base of
the cryostat.

3.4

Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy

Fluorescence lifetime data can be used to give information about the site
of dopant ions in materials. It can also be used to help calculate quantum
efficiencies in rare earth-doped materials. Fluorescence lifetime data can
also be used to study energy transfer in heavily doped materials.
The setup used to obtain lifetime measurements is shown in Fig. 3.5. The
fluorescence was focused onto the InGaAs detector through a filter, which
was necessary to cut out the scattered excitation light. A silicon diode (which
is sensitive between 350-1100 nm) was positioned to collect excitation light,
and was used as the trigger signal for a Tektronix 2232 100 MHz digital
storage oscilloscope. The data collected by the oscilloscope was stored by a
computer, where many data sets were recorded and averaged.
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Argon ion laser
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Computer
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Ti:Sapphire
Sample
Microscope lens

Figure 3.5:
lifetimes.

Experimental setup used to measure fluorescence

The time response of the system was measured by observing the light
scattered from an alumina ceramic tile. In order to increase the time
resolution of the system, lOx microscope objective lenses were used to focus
the beam onto the chopper blade. For measurements requiring a faster
response, the chopper was replaced by an acousto-optic modulator which
has a fall-time of 180 ns/mm.
In order to detect fluorescence at visible wavelengths, the InGaAs photodiode was replaced with a Hamamatsu R3236 Sl photocathode photomultiplier tube attached to a monochromator. The monochromator was
set to pass fluorescence of the required wavelength. The signal from the
photomultiplier was amplified by a Stanford SR445 DC-300 MHz amplifier.
A Stanford SR430 Multi-Channel Scaler was then used to collect the data.
The resolution of this system is determined by the bin-width defined by the
user.
There are a number of reasons that the measured lifetime data deviates from
single exponential behaviour. In glasses, the site-to-site variation which
causes inhomogeneous broadening of spectral lines also leads to a range of
lifetimes in the material. In cases where ions are hosted in two distinctly
different types of site, a double exponential decay may be observed. A useful
way of describing non-exponential decay is by fitting data to a stretched
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exponential:
(3.5)

where l(t) is the fluorescence intensity at time t, to is the time at the start of
the decay and p is the stretch factor (p ~ 1). The stretch factor is a measure
of the deviation from exponential behaviour of the fluorescence decay. The
lifetime is given by '[ which is the time taken for the emission intensity to
decrease to lie of its initial value. The stretched exponential function was
fitted to decay data using Systat Sigmaplot which perfoms least squares
fitting using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

3.5

Fluorescence excitation spectroscopy

Fluorescence excitation spectra can provide useful information about the
position of energy levels in transition metal-doped materials. The technique
involves scanning the excitation through a range of wavelengths, while
monitoring fluorescence intensity at a constant wavelength. Fluorescence
excitation spectra only reveals absorption bands which contribute to
fluorescence at the observed wavelength.
The experimental setup for this technique is shown in Fig. 3.6. A halogen
lamp was used as the excitation source and the light was dispersed using
a monochromator. A filter was placed in front of the InGaAs detector
to prevent scattered excitation light from being detected. The system
was calibrated by measuring the intensity of light passed through the
monochromator at different wavelengths with a calibrated Newport optical
power meter.
InGaAs

u;cto,

~.......--><'(~
Halogen
lamp

I

1L-.- - - - - - ' i : m P l e
Monochromator

Figure 3.6: Experimental setup used for measuring fluorescence
excitation spectra.
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In order to test the setup, absorption and fluorescence excitation spectra

were measured for a chromium-doped Y3 Als0 12 (YAG) crystal. The results
are shown in Fig. 3.7 and show a good correlation between absorption and
excitation spectra. The two large peaks at ~650 nm and ~ 1000 nm are
observed in both spectra, as well as smaller features near at the peak at
650 nm and 1100 nm.

Absorption spectrum

Excitation spectrum

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

Wavelength / run
Figure 3.7: Absorption and fluorescence excitation spectra for
Cr4 + -doped YAG. The peaks in the excitation correspond with peaks
in the absorption spectrum.
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4.1

Introduction

This chapter presents an investigation into the active optical properties of
transition metal-doped chalcogenide glasses. A range of chromium-doped
chalcogenide glasses are studied in the first section and other transition
metal-doped gallium lanthanum sulphide glasses are surveyed in the second
section. Absorption spectra are taken and evaluated for all glasses, and
where emission is observed fluorescence spectra and fluorescence lifetime
data are measured.
Chromium has long been known as a useful active ion in solid-state
lasers. In fact, laser action was first demonstrated in 1960 in a system
which used chromium-doped Ah03 (ruby) as the active medium [54],
and the first solid-state tunable laser to operate at room temperature was
based on chromium-doped BeAh04 (alexandrite) [55]. These lasers utilise
electronic transitions of the Cr3+ ion, and operate at wavelengths of around
700-800 nm. In 1988, Cr4+ was used for the first time as an active ion in
the chromium-doped MgzSi04 (forsterite) laser which operates in the near
infrared [47]. Many Cr4+ -doped crystals have since been used as laser media
operating around 1400 nm and tunable over wavelength ranges of up to
287 nm [56].
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A number of other transition metal ions have also been used in tunable
solid-state lasers, the most successful of which has been the titanium-doped
Ah03 (sapphire) laser. The Ti:sapphire laser used as the pump source for
experiments in this thesis is tunable from 700-1100 nm. Solid-state lasers
based on vanadium, manganese, iron, cobalt and nickel have also been
demonstrated. An overview of the wavelengths covered by some of these
lasers is given in Fig. 4.1.
Ti3+:A120 3
Ti3+:BeA1 0

2 4
Cr3+:BeA120 4

Cr3+:La3GasSiOI4
V2+:MgF2'

v +:CsCaF3'

I

I
I

1J
I

2

I

Cr4+:Mg2Si04

I

Cr4+:Y3A1s0 12
Ne+:MgO'
Ni2+: GGG'

II

Ni 2+:MgF 2'
Co 2+:MgF2

I

I

c l+:ZnSe
Cr2+:Cdo.8sMnO.1STe
Fe2+:ZnSe'
1000

I

I

2000

I
J
3000

I

I
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Wavelength / nm
Figure 4.1: Wavelength ranges covered by selected tunable transition
metal ion lasers [57-69].
* These lasers operate only at low
temperatures.

The broad emission bands often shown by transition metal-doped solids
make them particularly interesting for broadly-tunable amplifiers and lasers.
Since the emission band of Cr4 + can cover the entire telecoms window and
the absorption band overlaps with many commercially available lasers, the
prospect of a Cr4+ -doped amplifier for telecoms applications is extremely
attractive.
There have been many spectroscopic studies of chromium-doped glasses,
and a number of phosphates and silicates and a borate and zirconate glass
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were found to host Cr3+ [70]. Broadband infrared fluorescence due to
Cr4+ has been observed in several aluminate and silicate glasses [71-77].
However, gain has not been reported in any of these materials. This is likely
to be due to low room temperature quantum efficiencies and excited state
absorption.
There have been relatively few publications reporting the spectroscopy
of other transition metal-doped glasses. Absorption measurements were
made of the transition metals doped into silica in a study into optical loss
mechanisms in silica fibres [78]. Similarly, the absorption of Fe, Co, Ni
and Cu-doped fluoride glasses was measured in work towards achieving
low loss in fluoride fibres [79,80]. More recently, the infrared absorption
properties of Co, Cr, Fe and Ni-doped gallium lanthanum sulphide (GLS)
have been reported as part of a study of infrared loss mechanisms in GLS
fibres [81]. Fluorescence measurements were carried out on a number of
low valence transition metals in phosphate, silicate and borate glasses in
a study of potential new laser materials [82]. Also, Coz+ -doped tellurite
glass was studied as a possible material for passive Q-switching [83] and
absorption properties of Ti3 + -doped silicate, borate and phosphate glasses
have been reported [84,85]. Broadband infrared emission was observed in
the Ti-doped phosphate glass, but gain has not been demonstrated.
In this chapter, the chalcogenide glasses are studied as host materials for
transition metal ions. Chalcogenide compounds are composed of an element
from group VI of the periodic table (except oxygen) and other elements
such as arsenic, gallium and germanium. These materials exhibit excellent
infrared transparency and have good glass-forming properties. The infrared
transparency is a result of a low maximum phonon energy which shifts the
multiphonon absorption edge out as far as 10 flm [28]. The good glassforming ability of these materials has enabled the fabrication of a number of
chalcogenide glass fibres, in particular ASzS3 fibre is commercially available
with a loss of 23 dB/km at 2.3 flm [86]. Gallium lanthanum sulphide is
another promising chalcogenide glass which has been successfully drawn
into fibre with a loss of <3 dB/m at 1.5 flm [87]. Several studies of rare earthdoped chalcogenide glasses have been carried out, and the first chalcogenide
fibre laser to be demonstrated was Nd-doped GLS [88]. It is worth noting
that although both a rare earth-doped chalcogenide fibre laser and several
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transition metal-doped chalcogenide crystal lasers have been reported, no
transition metal-doped glass laser has been demonstrated to date.
The chromium-doped chalcogenide samples studied in this work were
made by Haythornthwaite, who investigated these materials as potential
materials for broadband amplification [89]. This study reported absorption
and fluorescence properties and measured radiative quantum efficiencies.
The absorption and emission spectra suggested that chromium is hosted
as Cr4 + in chalcogenide glasses. Broad emission at room temperature was
observed from 900-1500 nm, which was seen to shift to longer wavelengths
as the temperature was reduced to ~70 K. Room temperature lifetime
measurements showed lifetimes of 0.5-1.7 ~s and quantum efficiencies were
<4%. The investigation is extended here by measuring emission spectra
at 77 K and 4 K. Fluorescence excitation measurements are also made,
which provide further evidence that chromium is hosted in its tetravalent
state in these glasses. The absorption and room temperature emission
measurements are also repeated here.
The transition metal-doped GLS samples were prepared by Petrovich who
had previously studied the effect of transition metal ion impurities on
infrared absorption in GLS [90]. In the previous work by Petrovich, the
valence states of dopant ions in GLS and GLSO were assigned by comparison
with transition metal-doped ZBLAN and silica glasses and the specific
absorptivities of the transition metal ions were estimated. In this work,
the fluorescence properties of these glasses are investigated for the first
time. Fluorescence spectra, fluorescence excitation spectra and lifetime
measurements are obtained for nickel and vanadium-doped GLS glasses.
Low temperature fluorescence spectra and lifetime measurements are then
made for V-doped GLS. Absorption measurements are repeated here and
valence states are assessed with a detailed comparison with transition
metal-doped crystals and glasses in octahedral and tetrahedral symmetry.
The fluorescence spectra and lifetime measurements of the vanadium and
nickel-doped GLS glasses were experiments carried out jointly with Mark
Hughes, who also fabricated the vanadium-doped samples for Fig. 4.19.
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Chromium doped into different chalcogenide
glasses

In this section, the spectroscopic properties of a range of chromium-doped
chalcogenide glasses are studied with a focus on assessing their potential as
possible optical amplifier materials.
In order to interpret the spectroscopic data it is important to identify the
electronic energy levels of the system. For transition metal-doped solids, this
can be done by referring to the Tanabe-Sugano diagram for the site symmetry
and number of 3d electrons of the system. Tetrahedrally-coordinated Cr4 +
is the interesting chromium ion for optical telecoms applications, and the
Tanabe-Sugano diagram for this system is shown in Fig. 4.2. The broad
emission around 1.1-1.6 !lm arises from the 3T2 --7 3 A2 transition.
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Figure 4.2: The Tanabe-Sugano diagram for Cr4 + in tetrahedral
symmetry, showing the relevant energy levels [2]. Energies are
plotted relative to the lowest level.

The glasses investigated here were chosen for their suitability for fibredrawing. As 2 S3 is commercially available both in bulk and fibre form and
has good transparency from 0.8-6.5 flm [91]. GLS glass with increased
oxygen content is referred to as gallium lanthanum sulphide oxide (GLSO)
and is more stable against crystallisation than GLS, making fibre drawing
easier. However, the higher oxygen content adds a higher phonon energy
component to the vibrational spectrum of this glass which can affect the
emission properties of dopant ions [35]. Gallium sodium sulphate (GNS)
glass has also been made into fibre, and aPr-doped GNS optical amplifier
has been demonstrated [92]. Germanium sulphur iodide (GeSI) is another
promising glass for low-loss fibre drawing [93]. This glass is a chalcohalide
(due to the presence of iodine) and has been studied as a possible host for
Pr and Dy-doped fibre amplifiers for optical telecoms [94].
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All samples were melted from high purity (at least 99.99%) powders, except
for the As2S3 sample where a commercial bulk glass was obtained and
remelted with Cr2S3' The glasses were cut into cuboids and polished on three
surfaces. The nominal dopant concentration for all samples was 200 ppm
(5 X 1018 ions/cm3). Full details of the melting and annealing procedures are
described elsewhere [89].

4.2.1

Absorption spectra

Absorption spectra for the chromium-doped samples were measured using
the technique described in section 3.1 with a resolution of 1 nm. The spectra
are shown in Fig. 4.3 and show absorption edges at ~550 nm and single
broad peaks at 700 nm or 850 nm. The absorption edge is due to electronic
absorption from the valence to the conduction band in the glass. The spectra
can be divided into two groups: group 1 samples (As 2S3 and GeSI) which
have peaks at around 700 nm and group 2 glasses (GLS-based glasses and
GNS) which have peaks at 850 nm. This difference in peak position could
be due to the glasses hosting Cr in different valence states or could be a
result of the different local environment provided by different glasses. This
difference is discussed further in section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.3: Absorption spectra of Cr-doped chalcogenide glasses.
Glasses fall into two groups: the Cr absorption peaks at 700 nm in
group 1 glasses and at 850 nm in group 2 glasses.

Chromium commonly exists in 2+, 3+, 4+ and 6+ valence states in solids,
by comparison with absorption data from such valence states in other
materials it is possible to identify which states may exist in these glasses.
The long wavelength visible absorption edge precludes the observation of
many higher energy absorption bands and restricts our attention to the
infrared region. Therefore, since Cr6+ absorbs at wavelengths shorter than
400 nm [73,95], its presence cannot be detected from the spectra in Fig. 4.3.
• The absorption of Cr2 + has been observed in several chalcogenide
crystals and covers a broad band from ~ 1400 nm to 2400 nm.
Absorption bands at these wavelengths were not present in the spectra
of these samples .
• Cr3+ exhibits absorption bands at

~400

nm and

~650

nm [95,96] and

though the shorter wavelength band would be obscured, it is possible
that the peaks we observe in these spectra are due to Cr3 + .
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• The absorption spectra of Cr4+-doped crystals such as YAG and
forsterite show two infrared peaks at around 650 nm and 1000 nm, corresponding to the 3A2~3T1 and 3A2~3T2 transitions respectively [97,
98]. The absorption spectrum for Cr4+-doped YAG is shown in
Fig. 3.7. In glasses these peaks are broadened and often appear as
a single peak at ~700 nm with a long wavelength tail extending up to
1400 nm [73,75-77,95,99-101]. The spectra in Fig. 4.3 show absorption
peaks at a similar wavelength and show the long wavelength tail, so it
is likely that these samples contain Cr4+.
• Crs+ is rarely hosted in solids, but was reported to be hosted in a silica
sol-gel glass [102]. A single absorption peak at 465 nm was observed
which would not be visible in the spectra of these chalcogenide glasses.
These absorption spectra suggest that Cr is hosted as Cr4+ in these samples,
though the presence of some Cr3+ cannot be ruled out. Considering the
disordered nature of glasses, it is possible that a number of valence states
exist in each sample. Further information on the valence states is given by
fluorescence measurements in the next section.
The peak absorption coefficients are ~4-6 cm-I, which corresponds to a
cross-section of ~5 x 10-19 cm2 . This is similar to the value measured in a
Cr4+-doped aluminosilicate [101] and aluminate glasses [100].
The Stokes shift is related to the the Huang-Rhys factor, so it can be
used to determine the strength of the electron-lattice coupling of a system.
Unfortunately, since the 3T2 level cannot be resolved in the absorption
spectra, it is not possible to measure the Stokes shift from the absorption
and emission spectra in this work.

4.2.2

Temperature-dependent fluorescence spectra

In order to observe fluorescence from the samples, they were pumped at

around the peak of absorption (800 nm) with a Ti:sapphire laser at room
temperature, using the setup described in section 3.3. A Schott RG 850
glass filter was placed before the monochromator to prevent the detection of
scattered excitation light. A New Focus Model 2034 extended-wavelength
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InGaAs detector which was sensitive from 800-2200 nm was used to detect
the fluorescence. The spectral resolution of the system was 33 nm and the
system response was calibrated with a halogen lamp.
Single broad emission peaks were observed for all the samples, except for
the GNS sample, the fluorescence spectra are shown in Fig. 4.4. Emission
from the Cr-doped GNS sample was too weak to allow a spectrum to be
measured. This broad emission from 900-1500 nm is characteristic of the
3 T2~3 A2 transition of Cr4 + and further suggests that tetravalent chromium
is hosted in these glasses. Emission from Cr3 + in glass hosts tends to be
centred at 800 nm [70], emission around this wavelength was not observed
in these glasses.
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Cr-GeSI
- - Cr-As 2S3
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Figure 4.4: Room temperature fluorescence spectra of Cr-doped
chalcogenide glasses pumped at 800 nm, showing broad emission
bands centred at 1050 nm or 1150 nm. The spectra are normalised
and offset vertically for clarity.
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Again the samples fall into two groups, with the emission from group 1
glasses peaking at 1050 nm and from group 2 glasses at 1150 nm. The fact
that both absorption and emission occur at higher energies in the group 1
samples can be explained in terms of the sites occupied by Cr in the different
hosts. Glasses which provide higher crystal field sites for Cr ions would
exhibit higher energy absorption and emission transitions. So the shorter
wavelength absorption and emission peaks in the group 1 samples can be
accounted for by considering Cr to be hosted at higher crystal field sites in
these glasses than in group 2. A difference in crystal field strength is likely
to affect the emission lifetimes and radiative quantum efficiencies of these
groups. These effects are discussed in section 4.2.3.
Particular attention was paid to the alignment of the sample in the fluorescence measurements. Figure 4.5 shows the absorption and fluorescence
spectra of an aligned and misaligned Cr-doped GLS sample. In the
misaligned setup, the emitted light passes through ~3 mm of the glass before
leaving the sample. Reabsorption over this path length causes significant
distortion of the measured spectrum and results in a peak shift of >50 nm.
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Figure 4.5: Fluorescence spectra of an aligned and unaligned sample,
showing the effect of reabsorption on the emission band shape.
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Low temperature emission measurements were taken using a bath cryostat
filled with liquid nitrogen or helium as described in section 3.3.1. Again,
a Ti:sapphire laser tuned to 800 nm was used as the excitation source and
an RG 850 glass filter was used to prevent scattered excitation light being
detected. Fluorescence spectra were taken for all the samples at 77 K, and
the As 2S3 and GLSa samples were chosen for spectra at 4 K.
At 77 K, the emission peaks of all samples shifted to longer wavelengths
and fluorescence intensities were significantly increased. The emission peak
energies are shown Fig. 4.6 and show that emission from the As 2 S3 and
GeSI samples (group 1) is at higher energy than that from the GLS-based
glasses (group 2) . Emission from the GNS sample was sufficiently strong
at 77 K to enable a spectrum to be recorded. The fluorescence spectrum
of Cr-doped GNS was similar to that of the GLS-based glasses (as was the
absorption spectrum). A narrowing of emission bands was also observed
for all samples at lower temperature.
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Figure 4.6: Emission peak positions and at 300 K and 77 K of Crdoped glasses, showing that the AS2S3 and GeSI (group 1) samples
have emission peaks at higher energy than the GLS-based samples
(group 2) .
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The large increase in fluorescence intensity observed at low temperature
suggests that there is significant thermally-activated nonradiative decay at
room temperature. An increase in absolute intensity of 10-20 times was
observed, though quantitative measurements were not made. A similar
temperature dependence is commonly observed in Cr-doped glasses and
crystals [72,76,99, 103] and is an indication that the radiative quantum
efficiency is low at room temperature. Nonradiative decay in transition
metal-doped systems is site-dependent, and preferentially affects ions
hosted at low crystal field sites. This is one of the processes responsible for
the temperature-dependence of the emission peak. The other mechanism is
the effect of lattice expansion at higher temperatures, causing a reduction of
the crystal field strength. This results in smaller gaps between energy levels
at high temperatures which shifts the emission to longer wavelengths. The
reduction of emission bandwidths at low temperatures is caused by a change
in the population of vibrational levels in the ground electronic state.
The fluorescence spectra for Cr-doped GLSa at 300 K, 77 K and 4 K are
shown in Fig. 4.7. Emission spectra at 4 K of the Cr-doped GLSa and As 2 S3
samples showed little shift to longer wavelength, but did show a further
narrowing of the emission bandwidth. The fact that there is little difference
between spectra at 77 K and 4 K implies that nomadiative decay is not
significantly reduced at temperatures lower than 77 K. The reduction in
emission bandwidth is likely to be due to a decrease in dephasing processes
caused by a reduction in the number of phonons present in the glass. This
then reduces homogeneous broadening, as described in section 2.2.3.1 which
then reduces the width of the emission band.
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Figure 4.7: Fluorescence spectra of Cr-doped GLSO at 300 K, 77 K
and 4 K, showing a reduction in emission bandwidth and a shift to
lower energy at low temperatures. The spectra are scaled to the peak
of emission.

4.2.3

Fluorescence lifetime and quantum efficiency

Lifetime measurements were made using an InGaAs detector in the setup
described in section 3.4. In order to improve the system response time,
an acousto-optic modulator with a fall time of 180 ns/mm was used to
modulate the pump light. A silicon filter was placed in front of the
detector to prevent the detection of scattered pump light, and the removal
of the monochromator from the setup allowed the entire emission band to
be measured. The measured lifetimes of all the Cr-doped samples were
shorter than the system response time, which was measured to be 5 ~s.
The previous study of these samples includes room temperature lifetime
measurements [89]. This was achieved by using a photomultiplier with 51
characteristics which was sensitive up to 1.1 ~m. The measured lifetimes
were non-exponential and ranged from 0.7 ~s for the As 2 53 sample to 1.7 ~s
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for the GLSO sample. It is worth noting that since this measurement only
took into account fluorescence at the short wavelength part of the emission
band, the reported lifetimes could be longer than the average lifetime over
the whole band. This is because nonradiative decay preferentially affects
ions in low crystal field sites, which emit at longer wavelengths. The
emission lifetime for Cr-doped forsterite is 2.7 fls at room temperature and
29 fls at 15 K [97] and for Cr-doped YAG is 4 ~LS at room temperature and
30.6 fls at 10 K [98]. In contrast to the case for rare earth-doped solids,
room temperature emission lifetime measurements do not give an accurate
indication of radiative quantum efficiencies [104].
Low temperature lifetime measurements can give an indication of the effect
of nonradiative decay in the system, so a lifetime measurement at 77 K for
the Cr-doped GLS sample was taken. Again, the emission lifetime was
shorter than the system response time (5 fls). The dependence of lifetime on
temperature has been used to estimate the quantum efficiency of Cr-doped
crystals, however this method cannot be applied to Cr in glassy hosts due
to the wide distribution of sites occupied by the dopant ion [104].
Quantum efficiency measurements in transition metal-doped glasses require
a more direct measurement than for rare earths. They are rarely reported
in Cr4+ -doped glasses and are often given with large experimental errors.
Room temperature quantum efficiency measurements have previously been
made on these samples [89], using the integrating sphere technique with
Cr:YAG as a reference sample (which has a quantum efficiency of 11%).
Typical quantum efficiency values were ~2% with a systematic error of
±50%. Cr-doped AS 2 S3 has the largest quantum efficiency of 3.4%.

4.2.4

Fluorescence excitation measurements

Fluorescence spectra were measured with a Ti:sapphire laser tuned to 850 nm
and then an ALC D500 Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm. The recorded spectra are
shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Fluorescence spectra of Cr-doped GLS when pumped at
850 nm and 1064 nm normalised to the peak intensity, showing a shift
in peak emission to lower energy and a narrowing of the emission
band with the lower energy pump source.

The measurements show a shift to lower energy and a narrowing of the
emission band when excited by the longer wavelength source. This is
consistent with fluorescence line narrowing, which arises when a narrowband excitation source is used to excite a subset of the inhomogeneous
population of ions. If the excitation source used is at the low energy
side of the absorption band, then only ions at lower crystal field sites
will be excited. For a sufficiently low dopant concentration, the resulting
fluorescence spectrum will arise only from these ions, and the emission
will shift to long wavelength. Also, because inhomogeneous broadening is
effectively reduced, the emission band will be reduced in width. A schematic
representation of fluorescence line narrowing is shown in Fig. 4.9. This is
a partial Tanabe-Sugano diagram where the inhomogeneous broadening
is represented by the range of crystal field strengths on the x-axis and
homogeneous broadening gives rise to the range of energies on the y-axis.
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At 850 nm a large proportion of ions in different sites are excited, which
then decay nonradiatively to the 3T2 level and emit over a wide range of
wavelengths. When the system is excited at 1064 nm, only ions in low
crystal field sites are excited, and the observed emission originates only
from the 3T2 level of low crystal field sites, resulting in a narrower band,
shifted to longer wavelength.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of fluorescence line narrowing:
a partial Tanabe-Sugano diagram showing that only a subset of the
inhomogeneous population of ions are excited at 1064 nm.

Fluorescence line narrowing has been observed in a number of Cr 3+ -doped
glasses [82,105] and implies a broad site distribution for dopant ions in
the host. It is worth noting that Fig. 4.9 is highly schematic and it is quite
possible that pumping at 850 nm does not excite ions at all sites in the glass,
and that pumping at 1064 nm excites some ions at high crystal field sites
directly into the 3T2 level.
Fluorescence excitation spectra were measured for the Cr-doped GLS sample
using the method described in section 3.5. The results are shown in Fig. 4.10
and show peaks at 600 nm and 850 nm. Though the 850 nm peak is clearly
observed in the absorption spectrum in Fig. 4.3, the 600 nm peak is not seen
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from absorption measurements. The positions of these peaks correspond
closely to those of the Cr4 + ion as discussed in section 4.2.1 and so these
results provide further evidence that chromium is hosted as Cr4+ in these
glasses.
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Figure 4.10: Excitation spectrum of Cr-doped GLS, collecting
emission from 1100-2200 nm revealing absorption peaks at 600 nm
and 850 nm.

4.2.5

Conclusions

Spectroscopic properties of a range of Cr-doped chalcogenide glasses were
measured with a focus on determining the valence state and assessing their
potential as gain media.
Absorption measurements showed single infrared peaks at the same
wavelength as many other Cr4+ -doped glasses and crystals. Broad
fluorescence centred around 1100 nm was observed under excitation at
800 nm, this is also similar to the emission of Cr4+ in other glasses and
crystals. The optical transitions observed in these glasses are therefore
assigned to Cr4+ in tetrahedral symmetry. It is possible that Cr exists in
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other valence states, though the presence of other states cannot be detected
from the measurements in this work. If other valence states do exist in these
samples, they do not appear significantly to affect the spectroscopy.
Low temperature fluorescence spectra revealed a large increase in emission
intensity and a significant shift to longer wavelength of the emission peak.
The increase in intensity suggests that there is significant nonradiative decay
at room temperature. This is supported both by short emission lifetimes
and low quantum efficiencies at room temperature. The red-shift of the
emission peak suggests that there is significant inhomogeneous broadening
in these glasses. Wide site variations are expected in glasses because
of the disordered nature of these materials. The fact that fluorescence
line narrowing is observed with excitation at different wavelengths is also
consistent with a wide site distribution.
It was observed that absorption and emission transitions occurred at higher

energy for the Cr-doped AS2 S3 and GeSI samples (termed group 1 glasses
in this work) than for the GNS and GLS-based samples (group 2). This
was interpreted as the result of a higher crystal field site for the Cr ions in
group 1 glasses. This interpretation is supported by the room temperature
quantum efficiency values, which are higher for group 1 than for group 2
glasses. Because of the large inhomogeneous broadening observed in these
materials, this difference in crystal field strength can be considered as a
change in the site distribution rather than a distinct change in a specific site.
The optical spectroscopy presented in this work gives a number of
indications as to how useful these Cr-doped chalcogenide glasses would be
as gain media. Strong inhomogeneous broadening contributes to the broad
absorption band exhibited by these glasses. This strong absorption coincides
with several commercially available, high power laser sources. The glasses
emit at room temperature, and the broad infrared emission covers much
of the telecoms window. However, high nonradiative decay rates at room
temperature result in relatively low quantum efficiencies. In their present
form, it is unlikely that these glasses would be suitable for active optical
devices.
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Vanadium and nickel-doped Ga:La:S glasses

This section contains a spectroscopic study of vanadium, nickel, titanium,
iron, cobalt and copper-doped GLS glasses. The aim of this investigation is
to determine if any of the other transition metal-doped GLS glasses could
be useful in laser or optical amplifier applications.
The glass composition of the samples was 65% Ga2S3, 30% La2S3, 5% La203
and ~0.05% dopant. Details of the dopant compounds and concentrations
used in the samples are given in table A.l. The batches were melted for
24 hours in a reducing atmosphere. Samples of thickness ~5 mm were cut
and polished on parallel sides.

4.3.1

Absorption spectra

The absorption spectrum of each of the glass samples was taken using the
method described in section 3.1 with a resolution of 1 nm. The results are
presented in Figs. 4.11-4.16 and possible valence states for the dopant ion in
each sample are evaluated.
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Figure 4.11: Absorption spectra of vanadium-doped GLS and
undoped GLS. The V-doped sample shows a single peak at 1100 nm
and a strong absorption at ~800 nm .

• V2+ is isoelectronic to Cr3+ and has been demonstrated as a laser
ion in MgF2 and CsCaF3 crystals operating between 1240 nm and
1330 nm [61,106]. Absorption due to octahedrally coordinated V2+
has been measured in several halide crystals and reveals three distinct
peaks in the visible and infrared regions. The longer two peaks were
found at 840-1210 nm and 560-770 nm depending on the crystal field
strength of the host [107,108]. These peaks are in the same region
as the absorption recorded in the V-doped GLS sample, however the
infrared absorption peak shown in Fig. 4.11 extends beyond 1400 nm.
Absorption spectra of V2+ in the literature do not show such a long
wavelength tail.
• Tetrahedral V3 + is isoelectronic to Cr4+ and therefore has the same
energy level structure as the Cr-doped chalcogenide glasses studied
in section 4.2. Tetrahedrally coordinated V3 + exhibits absorption
bands at 800 nm, 1100 nm and 1300 nm in YAG crystals [109, 110].
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Tetrahedrally coordinated V3+ was also found to be hosted in V-doped
gallate and aluminate crystals, where absorption peaks were observed
at similar wavelengths [111]. A study of V-doped chalcogenide CdS
crystals revealed absorption peaks at 800 nm and 1100 nm which were
attributed to tetrahedrally coordinated V2 + or V3+ [1121.
Octahedrally coordinated V3+ was also observed in V-doped YAG
which produces absorption bands at 420 nm and 610 nm and a weak
absorption peak at 970 nm [1091. Absorption at similar wavelengths
was also observed in octahedrally coordinated V3+-doped Ah03 [1131.
V-doped zirconium fluoride glass exhibits absorption peaks at 440 nm
and 710 nm which are attributed to octahedral V3+ [791 .
• Absorption due to tetrahedrally coordinated V4+ has been studied in
various oxide crystals [109,114,115]. A single absorption band at
between 500 nm and 1100 nm was observed, which overlaps with the
absorption of tetrahedral V3+, making it difficult to distinguish one
from the other from the absorption spectrum alone. However, the
fluorescence spectra described in section 4.3.2 suggest that V4+ is not
the active ion in this glass.
Octahedrally coordinated V4+ has been reported in V-doped Ah03,
exhibiting absorption and emission only in the visible spectral
region [116].
Comparison of the absorption spectrum of V-doped GLS with those reported
in other glasses and crystals suggests that tetrahedrally coordinated V3+ is
responsible for the single infrared peak observed. The peak at 1100 nm
extending out to 1600 nm is therefore assigned to the 3A2 ~ 1 E and 3A2 ~3 T2
transitions of tetrahedral V3+ and the strong absorption observed at 800 nm is
assigned to the 3A2 ~3Tl transition. The similarity in the shapes of the spectra
of V-doped GLS and Cr4+-doped GLS further supports this assignment,
and further evidence is provided by the fluorescence spectrum which is
discussed further in section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.12: Absorption spectra of nickel-doped GLS and undoped
GLS. The Ni-doped sample shows a strong absorption at ~900 nm
and a broad, weak absorption at ~1600 nm .

• Ni2+ has been known as a laser ion since the early 1960s, when
lasing from octahedrally coordinated nickel-doped MgF2 was demonstrated at ~ 1.6 flm at 77 K [117].
However, despite various
spectroscopic investigations into nickel-doped fluoride, chloride,
oxide and sulphide crystals, lasing has not been achieved at room
temperature [80,112,118-120]. Infrared absorption of octahedral Ni2+
shows peaks at ~900 run and ~1500 run. The long wavelength peak
varies considerably from 1100 nm to 1650 nm in crystals with different
crystal field strengths [56]. Studies of Ni-doped zirconium fluoride
glasses also revealed absorption peaks due to octahedrally coordinated
Ni2+ at 900 nm and 1500 nm [79,80] .
Absorption due to tetrahedral Ni2+ has been recorded in Ni-doped
chalcogenide crystals [121] and in a Ni-doped oxide crystal [56]. Both
these crystals showed a strong absorption peak at ~ 800 nm and weaker
peaks at ~1100 nm and ~2000 nm.
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• Ni3+ in octahedral sites was found in Ni-doped Ab03, however no
absorption bands were reported above 700 run [113].
The absorption spectrum of Ni-doped GLS is shown in Fig. 4.12 and
corresponds m ost closely to that of octahedrally coordinated Ni 2+. It is
not possible to exclude the possibility that nickel ions are tetrahedrally
coordinated from the absorption spectrum alone, however the study of the
fluorescence from the Ni-doped GLS sample shown in section 4.3.2 supports
the assignment of octahedral Ni2+.
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Figure 4.13: Absorption spectra of copper-doped GLS and undoped
GLS, showing no clear infrared absorption peaks.

• Cu-doped silica glass has been found to host only Cu+, which has
a full 3d sh ell [78]. Absorption spectra of Cu-doped silica shows an
increased UV absorption and n o absorption in the infrared.
• Octahedrally coordinated Cu2 + was found to be hosted in a zirconium
fluoride glass [79]. A broad infrared absorption peak was observed
from 950-2000 run.
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Absorption due to tetrahedral Cu2+ was reported in crystalline CdS
from 1000-2000 nm, peaking at 1300 nm [112].
• Octahedrally coordinated Cu3+ was identified in Ah03 where a strong
absorption peak was measured at 470 nm and a weaker peak at
590 nm [122].
The absorption spectrum for Cu-doped GLS is shown in Fig. 4.13 and shows
no significant increase in absorption coefficient from 700-2000 nm. It is likely
that the dopant ion appears as Cu+ which has a 3d10 electronic configuration
and so has no 3d-3d transitions.
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Figure 4.14: Absorption spectra of titanium-doped GLS and undoped
GLS, showing no distinct infrared absorption peaks .

• Ti-doped Ah03 has been known as a useful tunable laser material at
room temperature since the early 1980s. Octahedrally coordinated Ti3+
is the laser ion and has an absorption peak at around 500 nm [123] .
Studies of Ti-doped silicate, borate and phosphate glasses all showed
a single absorption peak at ~550 nm [85] with a shoulder at ~750 nm
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which extends to 1000 run.
octahedrally coordinated Ti3 +.

This absorption was attributed to

• Ti4 + has no 3d electrons and therefore cannot be identified by absorption
peaks in the visible or infrared. However Ti4+ was identified in a
Ti-doped fluoride glass by an increase in ultraviolet absorption caused
by a charge transfer process [79].
The absorption spectrum for Ti-doped GLS shown in Fig. 4.14 shows little
change in absorption from that of undoped GLS. It is therefore not possible to
identify the valence of the Ti ions in the GLS sample, though it looks unlikely
that the sample contains octahedrally coordinated Ti3 + as the absorption
from this ion can extend out as far as 1000 run.
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Figure 4.15: Absorption spectra of iron-doped GLS and undoped
GLS, showing a broad strong absorption structure from 1000 nm to
beyond 3000 nm.

• Tetrahedrally coordinated Fe2 + has been demonstrated as a tunable
laser ion in Fe-doped ZnSe at 180 K [69]. The infrared absorption
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spectrum of this laser crystal shows a broad double-peaked band from
2.5 flm to 4 flm. A similar spec~rum was observed in a Fe-doped
fluoride glass which spans from 0.9 flm to 3 flm and was also attributed
to Fe2+ [79].
• Absorption due to tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3 + was observed in
Fe-doped silica [78]. This causes a strong absorption band in the UV
region below 600 nm .
• Tetrahedral Fe 6+ has been reported to be hosted in a K2 S04 crystal.
Absorption bands were reported at 500 nm and 770 nm.
The absorption spectrum for Fe-doped GLS is shown in Fig. 4.15 and shows
a strong, broad band from 1000 nm to beyond 3000 nm. This distinctive
shape is similar to the absorption of various Fe2 + -doped materials, so it is
attributed to the 5E ~5T2 transition of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe2 +. The
presence of some Fe3 + cannot be ruled out, since the resulting UV absorption
would be obscured by the electronic absorption edge of GLS.
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Figure 4.16: Absorption spectra of cobalt-doped GLS and undoped
GLS, showing a broad infrared absorption band which extends from
1 flm out to 2.7 flm.

• Octahedrally coordinated Co 2+ has been demonstrated as a tunable
laser ion in MgF2 at low temperature [124] . Co 2+ was also found
to occupy octahedral sites in Co-doped fluoride glasses, showing
strong absorption peaks at 550 nm and 1550 nm and a weaker peak at
880 nm [79,80].
Co-doped zinc chalcogenide crystals were found to host Co 2+ in
tetrahedral sites where absorption spectra showed an intense peak
at 700 nm and two broader, weaker bands at 1400-2000 nm and
2300-3000 nm [121]. Similar bands at 750 nm and 1700 nm were
reported from C02+ in tetrahedral sites in CdS crystals [112,125]. Co 2+
was found in Co-doped silica glass, where Co 2+ was identified in
octahedral sites by absorption peaks in the visible and in tetrahedral
sites by absorption peaks at 685 nm and 1700 nm [78] .
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• Absorption from octahedrally coordinated C03+ has been measured
in Co-doped Ah03, though only peaks in the visible at 440 nm and
640 nm were reported [113].
Tetrahedral C03+ has been reported in a number of garnet crystals,
where the dopant ion causes a broad double-peaked absorption band
at ~ 1200 nm, extending from 900 nm to 1400 nm [126].
The absorption spectrum of Co-doped GLS shown in Fig. 4.16 shows a shift
in the absorption edge to longer wavelength, and a broad peak at 1400 nm
which extends out to 2600 nm. The shift in absorption edge is attributed to
the intense absorption caused by the 4A 2(F) ~4Tl (P) transition of tetrahedral
C02+ at 700 nm. The broad infrared band is then assigned to the two lowest
energy transitions 4A2(F) ~4Tl(F) and 4A 2(F) ~4T2(F) [121].
The assignments of valence states presented here agree broadly with those
made by Petrovich [90], with a slight discrepancy in the case of the vanadium
ion. In the previous study, the absorption spectrum for V-doped GLS was
assumed to arise from both V3+ and V4+, with V3+ causing absorption at
700 nm and V4+ causing the peak at 1100 nm. However, absorption at
1000-1100 nm has been observed in V3+-doped YAG and CdS crystals, so it
is quite possible that vanadium is hosted just as V3+ in this glass.
It appears from the absorption spectra that transition metal ions are

preferentially hosted in tetrahedral sites. From the analysis of the absorption
spectra V, Fe and Co all appear to be in tetrahedral sites and Ni may
be in tetrahedral or octahedral sites. The absorption spectra of Cu and
Ti-doped GLS provide no evidence of the site symmetry. This contrasts with
transition metal-doped ZBLA glasses, which are known to host dopant ions
in octahedral symmetry [80].

4.3.2

Temperature-dependent fluorescence spectra

In order to observe fluorescence from the transition metal-doped samples,

each was pumped at both 800 nm and 1064 nm by Ti:sapphire and Nd:YAG
lasers respectively. The experiment was setup as described in section 3.3,
using a New Focus extended InGaAs detector (sensitive from 800-2200 nm)
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and a Graseby Infrared liquid nitrogen-cooled InSb detector (sensitive from
2000-5000 nm).
Emission was not observed at either pump wavelength from the Fe, Cu,
Ti and Co-doped GLS samples over the range 800-5000 nm. The Ti-doped
GLS sample was also pumped directly with the Ar+ laser, but again no
fluorescence was observed in the near infrared.
Emission appears to be centred around 1200 nm was observed from the NiGLS sample when pumping at 800 nm. Similar emission was also observed
on pumping with 900 nm, but with much lower intensity, pumping at
1064 nm did not produce any measurable emission. The emission spectrum
on pumping with the 800 nm laser is shown in Fig. 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Emission spectrum of nickel-doped GLS pumped at
800nm.

Emission was also observed from the V-doped GLS when pumping both at
800 nm and 1064 nm. The emission intensity was stronger when pumping at
1064 nm than at 800 nm, though quantitative measurements were not made.
Figure 4.18 shows the spectrum measured by pumping at 1064 nm.
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Figure 4.18: Emission spectrum of V-doped GLS pumped at 1064 nm,
showing a broad emission with a FWHM of 450 nm.

The emission from V-doped GLS has a FWHM of 450 nm and spans the region
from 1200 nm to 2100 nm, peaking at 1420 nm. This is similar to emission
spectra recorded from V-doped LiGa02 and LiAl02 crystals which span from
1400 nm to 2000 nm, peaking at 1650 nm and 1730 nm respectively [115].
This wavelength range covers all the telecoms bands and makes this glass
very interesting as a potential amplifier materiaL
A further emission spectrum was then taken at 77 K using the setup described
in section 3.3.1. The 1064 nm pump was used for this measurement, with
the extended InGaAs detector. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.19
with the room temperature spectrum for reference.
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Figure 4.19: Emission spectra of V-doped GLS pumped at 1064 nm at
77 K and 300 K, showing a shift of the emission band to lower energy.
The spectra are normalised to peak intensity.

The fluorescence intensity increased at lower temperature and the emission
spectrum was shifted to lower energy. These changes were also observed for
the Cr-doped samples in section 4.2.2, though both the increase in intensity
and shift in energy of the V-doped GLS sample were much less dramatic
than for the Cr-doped chalcogenide glasses. The emission peak in V-doped
GLS shifted by 100 cm- I at 77 K compared to ~2500 cm- 1 in the Cr-doped
samples.

4.3.3

Temperature-dependent lifetime measurements

Lifetime measurements were made for both the V and Ni-doped GLS
For the lifetime
samples using the setup described in section 3.4.
measurement for Ni-GLS, a silicon filter was placed before an extended
InGaAs detector in order to cut out excitation light and measure all
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fluorescence in the range 1000-2200 run. The resulting lifetime data is
shown in Fig. 4.20 with the stretched exponential fit, which is discussed
in section 3.4.
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Figure 4.20: Emission lifetime measurements of Ni-doped GLS
pumped at 800 nm at room temperature, showing a stretched
exponential lifetime of 40 fls.

The stretched exponential lifetime for Ni-doped GLS is 40 fls at room
temperature. This is 20 times greater than the lifetime of the Cr-doped
chalcogenide glasses. However, the decay is highly non-exponential, with a
stretch factor of 0.42.
Lifetime data for the V-doped GLS sample was obtained using the same
setup as used for the Ni-doped sample, except a Nd:YAG laser was used as
the pump. A semiconductor filter with a bandgap at 1200 nm was placed
in front of the detector so that emission over the range 1200-2200 run was
collected. The same measurement was repeated with the V-doped GLS
sample in a cryostat at 77 K . The data obtained is shown in Fig. 4.21 with
stretched exponential fits .
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Figure 4.21: Emission lifetime measurements of V-doped GLS
pumped at 1064 nm at 300 K and 77 K, showing an increase in lifetime
from 32 fls to 61 fls at lower temperature.

The lifetimes measured for V-doped GLS were 32 ~s at 300 K and 61 ~tS at
77 K, with stretch factors of 0.70 and 0.69 respectively. This room temperature
lifetime is longer than the lifetime of V-doped LiGa02 and LiAl0 2 which
showed room temperature lifetimes of 11 ~s and 0.5 ~s respectively.
In order to investigate the concentration dependence of the emission
lifetime in V-doped GLS, three more GLS samples were obtained with V
concentrations of 0.1 %, 0.5% and 1.0%. Lifetime data for these glasses is
shown in Fig. 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: Emission lifetime measurements of V-doped GLS with V
concentrations of 0.1 %,0.5% and 1.0%, showing stretched exponential
lifetime fits of 24 fls, 12 fls and 7 fls respectively.

The GLS samples with 0.1 %, 0.5% and 1.0% vanadium showed lifetimes of
24 fls, 12 fls and 7 fls, with stretch factors of 0.68, 0.70 and 0.82 respectively.
The increase in the stretch factor is likely in this case to be a result of the
decreasing quality of the data as the vanadium concentration is increased,
which was a result of a decreased fluorescence intensity. The fact that the
lifetime of the 0.1 % V-doped sample is less than that observed in the original
sample (32 fls, shown in Fig. 4.21), shows that concentration quenching is
occurring even in the 0.1 % V-doped GLS sample.

4.3.4

Fluorescence excitation spectra

Fluorescence excitation measurements can provide useful additional information on the positions of energy levels in doped solids. The information
provided by absorption spectra in GLS glasses is particularly limited by the
position of the electronic absorption edge. Excitation spectra of the Ni and
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V-doped samples were measured using the setup described in section 3.5.
In order to take excitation spectra over a wide wavelength range, a number
of scans were required using different gratings of the monochromator. The
excitation spectrum for Ni-doped GLS is shown in Fig. 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Excitation spectrum of Ni-doped GL5, collecting
emission from 1000-2200 nm showing a single band centred around
650 nm.

The excitation spectrum for Ni-doped GLS appears to have a peak between
600-700 nm which extends out to 950 nm. This follows the absorption
spectrum shown in Fig. 4.12, however as the excitation wavelength
approaches the bandgap absorption of GLS (~650 nm) absorption of the
glass host will deform the measured spectrum.
The excitation spectrum for V-doped GLS is shown in Fig. 4.24. This
excitation spectrum reveals more detail than is shown in the absorption
spectrum of V-doped GLS (Fig. 4.11). Three distinct peaks are observed at
550 nm, 750 nm and 1200 nm.
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Figure 4.24: Excitation spectrum of V-doped GLS, showing peaks at
550 nm, 750 nm and 1200 nm.

The peaks revealed at 550 nm, 750 run and 1200 run in the excitation spectrum
of V-doped GLS correspond closely to the absorption peaks of V-doped YAG
which were measured at 590 nm, 800 run and 1250 run [110]. A comparison
with the absorption spectrum of V-doped GLS (Fig. 4.11) shows a difference
in the longest wavelength peak which is centred at 1100 run in the absorption
spectrum and 1200 nm in the excitation spectrum. It is important here
to distinguish between the set of ions which contribute to the absorption
spectrum and those which contribute to the excitation spectrum. Ions in
all sites in the material will absorb incoming light of certain wavelengths
and contribute to the absorption spectrum. However, in fluorescence
excitation measurements, only ions which lead to fluorescence contribute
to the spectrum. Considering the fact that nonradiative decay preferentially
affects ions in low crystal field sites, it is expected that excitation spectra may
be shifted to higher energy with respect to absorption spectra. However,
the opposite is true in the spectra of V-doped GLS. This shift could be
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caused by reabsorption of fluorescence, which is a particular problem in this
measurement due to the light source used.
A further spectrum was taken with the Ti:sapphire tuned to 900 nm, which
was similar in shape to the spectrum taken at 800 nm but with a higher
intensity. A comparison of the spectrum when pumped at 900 nm and
1064 nm is shown in Fig. 4.25 and shows a shift in peak emission of ~ 100 nm.
This shift is similar to that observed in the Cr-doped GLS sample shown in
Fig. 4.8.
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- - 900 run pump
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Figure 4.25: Emission spectra of V-doped GLS pumped at 1064 nm
and 900nm, showing a shift in emission peak of ~500 cm- I (~100 nm).

4.3.5

Conclusions

A spectroscopic survey of a range of transition metal-doped GLS glasses
was carried out. Absorption spectra revealed possible valence states of the
dopant ions and emission was observed for two of the samples.
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The valence states of the dopant ions were identified and are presented in
table 4.1. The absorption bands observed in these materials are generally
broader than corresponding bands in crystals, and absorption peaks are at
lower energy than seen in crystals. The broader bands are caused by the
wider distribution of crystal field strengths at different sites in the glass. The
peaks are shifted to lower energy because molecules in a glass host are less
tightly packed than those of a crystal host.
Emission was observed from Ni-doped GLS on pumping with a 800 nm
laser. The emission band appears very broad, but also overlaps at the short
wavelength side with the strong absorption of the nickel ions. Although
the room temperature emission lifetime of 40 ~s is much longer than the
lifetime seen in Cr-doped GLS, the decay is highly non-exponential. This
implies that GLS hosts Ni in a wide range of sites causing a range of different
lifetimes.
V-doped GLS produced a broad infrared emission band when pumped both
at 800 nm and 1064 nm. The band has a FWHM of 450 nm, which is broader
than the emission from V3+-doped LiGa02 and LiAl02 which have widths of
300 nm and 250 nm respectively [115]. The difference in emission widths is
caused by the increased inhomogeneous broadening associated with glassy
hosts. Emission lifetimes were measured to be 32 ~s and 61 ~s at 300 K and
77 K respectively. These compare well with lifetimes of 11 ~s and 80 ~s for
V3+ -doped LiGa02 at 300 K and 12 K.

4.4

Summary

A range of transition metal-doped chalcogenide glasses were studied as
possible new active optical materials. The study of different Cr-doped
chalcogenide glasses provides more evidence that chromium is hosted in
its tetravalent state in these materials. The survey of other transition metaldoped GLS glasses revealed, for the first time, emission from Ni and V-doped
chalcogenide glasses.
Low temperature fluorescence measurements of the Cr-doped chalcogenide
glasses suggest that nonradiative decay would be a problem in using these
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materials as efficient infrared devices. The higher quantum efficiency of the
Cr-doped AS ZS3 sample suggests that this may be a good choice for further
study. However, the emission from the AS ZS3 sample was shifted away from
the telecoms window and the fact that this glass is toxic makes this glass far
from ideal.
Absorption and emission spectra measured for the other transition metaldoped samples were used to assess possible valence states and site
symmetries of dopant ions. A qualitative approach was used because the
absorption edge at ~700 nm obscures higher energy absorption peaks. The
valence states and site symmetries assigned to each ion in this chapter are
summarised in table 4.1. The assignments agree broadly with those made by
Petrovich in a previous study of these materials [90], though it was shown in
this work that y3+ alone may account for features in the absorption spectrum,
not y3+ and y4+ as previously stated. However, it is unlikely that dopant
ions appear only in these valence states, but these are the valence states
which cause the main spectral features.
Dopant Electronic
structure
Cr
y
Ni
Ti
Fe
Co
Cu

[Ar]3dZ
[Ar]3dZ
[Ar]3d8
[Ar]3dO
[Ar]3d6
[Ar]3d7
[Ar]3d1O

Likely valence state
in GLS glass
Cr4+
y3+
Niz+
Ti4+
Fez+
Coz+
Cu+

Likely symmetry
in GLS glass
Tetrahedral
Tetrahedral
Octahedral

*
Tetrahedral
Tetrahedral

*

Table 4.1: Electronic structure and likely valence state and site
symmetry of transition metal dopant ions in GLS glass. * There was
no evidence for the site symmetry for these ions.

Emission was not observed from the Co, Cu, Fe and Ti-doped samples and
so these materials appear not to be useful for active optical applications. The
broad infrared absorption bands seen in both Fe and Co-doped GLS mean
that these glasses are unlikely to be useful in the near infrared. The Cu and
Ti-doped glasses are also unlikely to make useful active materials due to the
lack of absorption bands in the transparent range of GLS.
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Emission was measured for the first time from Ni-doped GLS glass.
Pumping at 800 nm produced emission centred around 1200 nm extending
out as far as 1800 nm. The shorter wavelength side of the emission overlaps
with the strong absorption peak at ~900 nm. This strong absorption band
also presents a difficulty in evaluating the fluorescence excitation spectrum
where a single broad peak was observed at ~650 nm.
Emission was also observed for the first time in V-doped GLS glass. The
emission had a FWHM of 450 nm and peaks at 1420 nm. Low temperature
fluorescence spectra suggest that nonradiative decay does not affect this
material to the same extent as in the Cr-doped glasses. This material is an
interesting candidate for a new active optical material.

4.5

Further work

There is much scope for expanding on the current results presented in this
chapter. It would be interesting to produce both V and Ni-doped AS 2 S3
samples to see this glass also hosts these ions at higher crystal field sites.
Because the Ga:Na:S glass has better visible transmission than GLS, Ga:Na:S
could be used as a host for a Ni-doped sample in order to reveal more of the
absorption structure at shorter wavelengths.
Useful further work concerning the use of these materials in practical devices
would include studies of excited state absorption (ESA). It is vital that
a wavelength region exists where stimulated emission exceeds ESA if a
material is going to be used as a gain medium.
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Rare earth-doped tin silicate
glass-ceramics
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, erbium- and thulium-doped tin silicate glasses are studied
as potential new active materials in the near infrared. Raman spectra and
infrared and ultraviolet absorption spectra were measured to characterise
the host material, then fluorescence and fluorescence lifetime measurements
were carried out to study the properties of dopant ions. The samples studied
were produced by the sol-gel method and contain different concentrations
of rare earth, hydroxyl and tin.
The main advantage of producing silica by the sol-gel method over more
conventional methods (MCVD, melt casting) is that a wide range of dopants
can be incorporated at relatively high concentration without devitrification.
The sol-gel method can be used to produce high purity, homogeneous films
or bulk glasses at low temperatures and at potentially low cost [127]. These
properties make sol-gel-produced silica glasses potentially useful materials
for active optical devices.
The fabrication of glass by the sol-gel method starts with the formation
of a gel from a solution of the glass components. The gel is then dried
and sintered to form glass. The sol-gel process for tin silicate glasses is
outlined in Fig. 5.1 and starts with solutions of organic precursors of the glass
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components. The glass composition can be altered by changing the ratio
of the reactants and dopants can be incorporated by adding an appropriate
organic precursor. These solutions are mixed with water and gelation occurs
by hydrolysis. The gel is then dried to form a porous, low density solid
material called a xerogel, which contains the glass components, organic
reagents and often some residual water. Xerogels are more than 50% air, so
in order to form the consolidated glass, the xerogel is subjected to a heat
treatment at a temperature above the glass transition. Further details of the
procedure used to make the tin silicates studied in this chapter are given
elsewhere [128].
ethanol
tetraetoxysilane
dibutyl tin-diacetate
hydrolysis

T = 40'C for -48 hours
gel

drying

T = 40C for 14 days
xerogel

sintering

Tmax

= 1050C

tin silicate glass
Figure 5.1: An overview of the sol-gel method for fabricating tin
silicate glass.

There have been studies on several sol-gel-produced erbium-doped silica
glasses in the search for suitable materials for erbium-doped waveguide
amplifiers (EDWA). The first report of net gain from a sol-gel EDWA used
Si02-P20s as the host [129]. Various silica-based host compositions have
been studied including pure Si02 [130], SiOz-Ti02 [131], SiOz-Alz03 [132],
SiOz-TiOz-Alz03 [133] and SiOz-Ge02 [134]. Doping with Ti02 allows good
control of the refractive index of the glass and adding Alz03 to silica inhibits
clustering of Er 3+ ions. Ge02 has a lower maximum phonon energy than
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Si02 and so may allow for more efficient optical transitions; it is also
photosensitive and therefore allows UV-writing of permanent refractive
index changes.
Photosensitive germanosilicate glass fibre was first reported in 1978 and has
since proved an important material for optical telecoms applications [135].
More recently, tin-codoped germanosilicate and tin-doped silica optical
fibres have been fabricated which show photo-induced refractive index
changes three times larger than that shown in germanosilicate fibers. These
glasses show good thermal stability of the refractive index change and tindoping does not affect transmission at telecoms wavelengths [136]. Photosensitivity in materials for planar devices is desirable so that direct writing
of waveguide structures and Bragg gratings within these waveguides can
be achieved.
There have been several studies of tin silicate glasses prepared by the sol-gel
method [128,137] including investigations into the mechanisms responsible
for the photosensitivity [138] and the effect of SnOTdoping on the Raman
spectrum [139]. A study of erbium-doped tin silicate glass confirmed
that this composition retains the photosensitivity of only tin-doped silica
and that the fluorescence properties of erbium were not affected by the
tin doping [140]. It was reported in one of the early publications on
sol-gel-produced tin silicate glass that nanocrystals of Sn02 were formed
in compositions with higher tin concentrations [128]. There have since
been several studies of this glass-ceramic material [141-143 ], which reported
UV absorption, Raman and transmission electron microscope analysis. An
investigation into the photosensitivity of tin silicate glass-ceramics reported
a UV-induced negative refractive index change of the same strength as that
shown by tin-doped silica glass [144,145].
One study of erbium-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics fabricated by the
sol-gel method reported that erbium ions are embedded in low phonon
energy Sn02 nanoclusters in these materials [142]. However, this was not
confirmed by another study of these materials in which it was shown that
erbium ions are not hosted in Sn02 crystals [146].
In this chapter, a range of thulium- and erbium-doped tin silicate glassceramics containing different concentrations of rare earth, tin oxide and
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hydroxyl are characterised using Raman, absorption and emission spectroscopy. This is the first reported study of thulium-doped tin silicate glassceramics. The samples were fabricated by the sol-gel method by Norberto
Chiodini and Alberto Paleari from the Universita di Milano-Bicocca. The
samples were produced in the form of 1 mm thick discs with a 10 mm
diameter.

5.2

Raman spectra

The vibrational structure of each of the samples was examined through
Raman spectroscopy, using the procedure described in section 3.2. The
Raman spectrum of the 15% Sn02, 1000 ppm wt. Tm3 +-doped sample is
shown in Fig. 5.2. The Raman spectra of the other samples differed only
in the magnitude of the Sn02 peak, which scales approximately with Sn02
concentration.
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Figure 5.2: Raman spectrum of the 15% Sn02 1000 ppm Tm3 + -doped
sample, showing the characteristic vibrational modes of amorphous
silica with the crystalline Sn02 peak at 630 em-I.
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The general form of the vibrational structure is that of amorphous silica [147,
148] with the addition of a sharp peak at 630 cm-1 , which is caused by the
presence of crystalline Sn02 [149]. This peak scales approximately with
Sn02 concentration, and confirms that all the samples studied contain the
crystalline phase of Sn02 and are therefore glass-ceramics. This Sn02 peak
has been observed previously in tin silicates produced by the sol-gel method
and was found to exist only in samples with >0.8% Sn02 [141].
Previous studies of the Raman spectra of nanometer-sized Sn02 crystals
reported two peaks which are not present in single-crystal or polycrystalline
Sn02 [149]. These surface-related modes appear at 358 cm- 1 and 572 cm- 1 .
When the crystal size is less than 5 nm the peak at 630 cm- 1 will be of
similar strength to the 572 cm-1 peak [149,150]. The 358 cm-1 peak will
not be observed unless the crystalline size is <13 nm. Since neither peak
is observed here, it could be inferred that the average size of the crystals is
> 13 nm. However, previous studies of tin silicate glass-ceramics produced
by the sol-gel method have shown through transmission electron microscopy
that these materials contain crystals of dimensions <10 nm [144,145]. This
suggests that these surface modes are not preserved when Sn02 nanocrystals
are incorporated into glasses. Crystal size and distribution are important
properties for transparent glass-ceramics. It has been shown that in order
to obtain low loss glass-ceramics in the order of tens of dB/km, the particle
size should be <15 nm, the particle size distribution should be small and
the interparticle spacing should be comparable to the particle size [50].
It has been shown that crystallisation in tin silicate glass-ceramics can be
controlled both by altering the composition and by changing the thermal
treatment [141].

5.3

Infrared absorption of hydroxyl groups

A high concentration of hydroxyl groups is undesirable for photonics
applications because they have an absorption peak in the telecoms window
and because they act as quenching sites during energy migration in an
active material. Glasses produced by the sol-gel method often contain high
concentrations of hydroxyl due to the central role of water in the fabrication
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process. The hydroxyl absorption which coincides with part of the telecoms
window is centred at ~ 1400 nm and the strength of this absorption band can
be used to determine the hydroxyl concentration. However, this absorption
arises from the first OH-stretching overtone and is much weaker than the
absorption of the fundamental vibration [151]. Since the tin silicate samples
were just 1 mm thick, it was more appropriate to measure the intensity of
the fundamental OH-stretching mode which occurs further in the infrared
at ~2700 nm. The fundamental hydroxyl absorption of each of the tin
silicate samples was measured by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) . Experimental details are given in section 3.1.1 and the results for the
Er-doped samples are shown in Fig. 5.3. The background absorption slope
was subtracted from each spectrum so that the intensity of the hydroxyl
band could be more easily measured.
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Figure 5.3: FTIR spectra of Er-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics,
showing the range of strengths of the fundamental OH-stretching
absorption. The background absorption slope has been subtracted
from each spectrum.
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The Beer-Lambert law can be used to calculate the hydroxyl concentration
in the samples:
A
C = £L'

(5.1)

where C is the concentration of the absorbing species, A is the maximum
height of the absorption band (A = log[Iin/1outl), £ is the extinction coefficient
of the absorbing species (in this case it is the molar absorptivity of the OH
stretching band) and L is the path length through the sample. All absorption
measurements in this thesis are given as absorption coefficients a:
A
a = L In 10,

(5.2)

so the concentration of hydroxyl groups is given by:
a
C = £In 10

(5.3)

Using the value oft = 77.5 I mol-I cm- I estimated by Davis et al. [152], for the
first batch of Er-doped samples the hydroxyl concentration ranges from 0.15
to 0.39 moll-I. Taking the density of silica (2.6 g cm-3 ) as an approximation
for the density of the glass, the range of hydroxyl concentrations is
980-2600 ppm wt.
The first batch of Tm-doped samples contained
similar amounts of hydroxyl, ranging from 1800-2300 ppm wt. This
is approximately half the hydroxyl concentration reported in Er3+ -doped
SiOT TiOT Alz03 glasses produced by the sol-gel method [133]. However,
this is a sufficiently high concentration to cause significant absorption at
1400 nm, which is likely to be unacceptable for optical telecoms applications,
particularly in the S-band. Such high hydroxyl content may also cause
fluorescence quenching by energy migration to trap sites in these materials,
as described in section 2.2.5.2.
A further three samples were provided which had been exposed to chlorine
gas during the fabrication process. This second batch of Er-doped samples
contain 700 ppm wt. 250 ppm wt. and ~O ppm wt. hydroxyl and the second
batch of Tm-doped samples all contain ~ 100 ppm wt. hydroxyl. The second
batch of Er-doped samples will be used to assess the effect of hydroxyl
concentration on the emission properties in sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3.
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Ultraviolet absorption edge

Ultraviolet and visible absorption measurements were made for all the
samples using the Varian Cary 500 spectrophotometer as described in
section 3.1. The measurements were made with a resolution of 1 nm.
The UV absorption spectra of all the samples are shown in Fig. 5.4, with
absorption coefficient plotted against energy in eV. The spectra show
absorption edges at ~3.5 eV which arise from the onset of the electronic
bandgap absorption of Sn02 [153]. The position of the UV edge shifts with
the average crystal size and so gives an indication of the mean size of the
nanocrystals in the glass-ceramic [154]. These spectra show that samples
with higher Sn02 concentrations have UV edges that are shifted to lower
energy; this indicates larger Sn02 crystals. The 16% Sn02 samples show
greater absorption towards lower energy. These samples were produced in
a separate batch, and may contain different amounts of impurities.
The 15% Sn02 5000 ppm Er3 + sample, which is marked on the figure by
an asterisk, appears from the UV spectra to contain more than 15% Sn02
because it is shifted further to lower energy than the other 15% and 16% Sn02
samples.
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Figure 5.4: UV absorption edges of all tin silicate samples. *The UV
edge of this 15% Sn02 5000 ppm Er 3+ sample suggests that it may
actually contain more than 15% Sn02.

5.5

Erbium-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics

Figure 5.5 shows a partial energy level diagram for Er3+ with the relevant
transitions. The important emission for telecoms applications is at 1550 nm
from the 4113 / 2 energy level, which can be excited in-band at ~ 1480 nm or
indirectly at shorter wavelengths.
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Figure 5.5: A partial energy level diagram for Er3 +, showing the
relevant transitions.

Excitation to the 4P7/2 can occur through ESA or up conversion, and is only
efficient in low-phonon hosts. This is followed by nonradiative relaxation
to the 4S3/ 2 level and radiative emission to the ground state produces green
fluorescence at 540 nm.
Table 5.1 lists the concentrations of Er3+ and Sn02 in the samples studied
in this work. The second batch of samples with reduced hydroxyl content
were doped with 16% Sn02 and 400 ppm Er3+.
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SnOz content Er3 + concentration / ppm wt.
200
1000
200
2000
5000

2%
2%
15%
15%
15%

Table 5.1: Concentrations of Er 3+ and SnOz in the samples studied in
this work. SnOz content is given in molar percent.

5.5.1

Absorption spectra

Absorption spectra for the Er-doped samples are shown in Fig. 5.6. The
absorption spectra show the characteristic absorption peaks of Er3+, which
are labelled with the corresponding energy levels shown in Fig. 5.5. The
discontinuity at 800 nm is a feature of the spectrophotometer. The peak at
~1400 nm is the absorption due to the first stretching overtone of OH- [151].
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Figure 5.6: Absorption spectra for the Er 3+ -doped tin silicate glassceramics, showing the electronic transitions of Er3 +, a hydroxyl
absorption peak at 1400 nm and increased infrared absorption for
samples with> 15% Sn02.

The strong infrared absorption edge for samples with 15% Sn02 has not been
reported in previous studies of tin silicate glasses or glass-ceramics.
The broad infrared absorption observed in the spectra of the 15% Sn02
samples was investigated further using FTIR spectroscopy. FTIR absorption
measurements were made as described in section 3.1.1 and the spectra of
the samples with 200 ppm Er 3+ are shown in Fig. 5.7. These spectra show
the that infrared absorption tail continues into the mid infrared. The peak
at 3600 cm- 1 is due to the fundamental hydroxyl stretching band [155] .
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Figure 5.7: FTIR spectra of Er-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics,
showing the strong infrared absorption extending into the infrared.

This increase in infrared absorption cannot be explained simply by a shift
in the multiphonon absorption edge due to the addition of crystalline Sn02,
because Sn02 does not have a higher maximum phonon energy than silica.
The contribution to the absorption coefficient of multiphonon absorption is
given empirically by:
amp

= C exp( -Dv),

(5.4)

where C and D are material-dependent constants [81]. When the natural
logarithm of the absorption is plotted against wavenumber (which is directly
proportional to v) as in Fig. 5.8, a near linear dependence is shown. This may
suggest that the increase in infrared absorption is caused by multiphonon
absorption, though it is not clear which vibrations are responsible.
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Figure 5.8: Logarithmic plot of the FTIR spectra of Er-doped tin
silicate glass-ceramics, showing a near linear dependence of the
natural log of the absorption coefficient on the energy.

Though the infrared absorption edge appears to arise from the addition of
>2% Sn02 to the silica glass, the origin of this absorption is not known.
It is interesting to note that the 15% Sn02 5000 ppm Er3 + sample which

appears to have > 15% Sn02 from the UV absorption measurements in
section 5.4 also shows a larger infrared absorption than the other 15% Sn02
samples.

5.5.2

Fluorescence spectra

Room temperature emission spectra were taken for all the Er3 + -doped glassceramics using the technique described in section 3.3 with the Ti:sapphire
laser tuned to 800 nm. A silicon filter was placed in front of the
monochromator to prevent scattered excitation light from entering the
detection system. A representative selection of the emission spectra is
shown in Fig. 5.9. The resolution is 11 nm and the spectra are corrected
for the spectral response of the system.
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Figure 5.9: Emission spectra from the 4I 13 / 2 level in Er3+ -doped
tin silicate glass-ceramics, showing similar band shapes for samples
with different Sn02 and Er3 + concentrations. The 16% Sn02 sample
contains ~O ppm hydroxyl. The spectra are normalised to p eak
intensity.

All of the emission spectra showed peaks at 1535 run and had FWHMs of
~48 run. This is broader than the emission observed from both sol-gelproduced Er-doped Si02 [130] and Er-doped SiOz-Ge02 [134] which have
FWHMs of 37 run and 39 run respectively. This emission is nearly as broad as
that measured from Er-doped SiOz-Alz03 which has a FWHM of 50 run [130].
This broad emission is a desirable property for amplifiers used in WDM
systems and suggests that Er3 + ions are hosted is a wide range of sites in
these materials.
Samples with different Er3 +, Sn02 and hydroxyl concentrations did not show
any differences in the shape of the emission. The incorporation of dopant
ions into the crystals would result in some sharper lines in absorption and
emission spectra, due to the reduction of inhomogeneous broadening of
ions in the crystalline phase. No such sharp features were observed in the
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spectra of these samples, implying that Er3+ ions are not embedded in the
Sn02 crystals.
Green emission at 540 nm was not observed when pumping at 800 nm or
when the pump light was tuned to 980 nm. By comparison, strong 540 nm
emission has been observed from 1000 ppm Er3+ -doped tellurite glass [146],
which has a maximum phonon energy of 750 cm-1 [44]. Since the maximum
phonon energy of Sn02 is also ~750 cm- 1 [149], the embedding of Er3+ ions
in Sn02 crystals appears unlikely because up conversion is not observed in
these samples.

5.5.3

Fluorescence lifetime measurements

The setup described in section 3.4 was used, with the Ti:sapphire tuned to
980 nm to measure emission lifetimes of the Er-doped samples. This nonresonant pumping scheme relies on fast, efficient nonradiative decay from
the 4111/2 level to the 4h3/2 level. A silicon filter was placed in front of the
detector to prevent measurement of both scattered pump light and emission
at 980 nm from the 4111/2 level. The pump beam was focused through
an acousto-optic modulator (A OM) using lOx microscope objectives. The
resolution of the system was measured to be 5 fls.
The time-dependent emission data with fitted curves are shown in Fig. 5.10
and the lifetime data is summarised in Fig. 5.11. The curves were fitted
using the stretched exponential function which is described in section 3.4.
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Figure 5.10: Emission decay data from the 4113 / 2 level in Er3 + -doped
tin silicate glass-ceramics, showing longer and more exponential
decays for samples with higher Sn02 content.

It is worth noting that although the decay curves are all non-exponential,

the lifetime data does not appear as a double exponential decay. A double
exponential decay would suggest that the Er3 + are hosted in two distinctly
different sites in the material, which would be the case if some of the ions
were embedded in the Sn02 nanocrystals.
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Sn02 conc.

Er3+ conc.
I ppm wt.

Emission lifetime
Ims

Stretch factor

2%
2%
15%
15%
15%

200
1000
200
2000
5000

2.5
0.7
4.1

0.67

0.48
0.80
0.63
0.58

1.9

1.3

Table 5.2: Fitting parameters for stretched exponential emission
decays for Er 3+ -doped tin silicate glass-ceramics, showing longer
emission lifetimes and larger stretch factors for samples containing
more Sn02.
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Figure 5.11: Emission decay lifetimes from the 41 13 / 2 level in Er 3+doped tin silicate glass-ceramics, showing a decrease in lifetime with
higher Er concentration and with lower Sn02 content.

Shorter emission lifetimes are observed in samples with higher Er3 +
concentrations and the 15% Sn02 samples show longer emission lifetimes
than the 2% Sn02 samples for similar Er3+ concentrations. This is in contrast
to the case for Er3+ -doped tin silicate glasses, for which the tin doping
did not affect the fluorescence properties [140]. Samples with higher Sn02
concentrations also produced decay curves which were closer to exponential
behaviour. This can be seen in Fig. 5.10 and is also reflected in the stretch
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factors listed in table 5.2. This suggests that interionic interactions causing
energy migration to fluorescence traps are reduced in these samples which
may be a result of increased disruption of the tightly-packed silica network
by the Sn02 crystals. Another factor which will alter decay rates between 2%
and 15% Sn02 samples is the difference in refractive index. The spontaneous
emission rate is dependent on the refractive index of the host material with
a n3 ! dependance, as shown in equation 2.9. Since the refractive index of
Sn02 (~2.0) is higher than that of silica (~1.4), samples containing more Sn02
would be expected to have a higher refractive index. This would increase
the decay rate and therefore reduce the lifetime, so this does not account for
the observed change. It is therefore likely that the lifetimes are increased
by the reduction of energy migration caused by the disruption of the silica
network by the tin oxide crystals.
The maximum emission lifetime measured in these Er-doped samples
(4.1 ms) is greater than that measured in sol-gel-produced Er-doped
TiOT Si0 2 (1.8 ms [131] and only slightly shorter than that of Er-doped
Ge02-Si02 (6.5 ms [134]). The lifetime data is similar to that observed in
an Er-doped tin silicate glass-ceramic by Jander [146], which was fabricated
using the same process as the samples studied in this work. This shows that
while increasing the Sn02 content increases the emission lifetime within
the range of samples studied in this work, tin silicate glass-ceramics show
no significant improvement over tin silicate glasses in terms of emission
lifetimes.
Lifetime measurements were also carried out on the second batch of
Er-doped samples which had reduced hydroxyl content. The stretched
exponential fitting parameters are shown in table 5.3. As the emission
lifetimes and stretch factors are similar for all these samples, it appears
that the hydroxyl content may not have been reduced sufficiently to reduce
quenching by energy migration to trap sites.
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Sn02 conc.

Er3 + conc.
/ppm wt.

OH- conc.
/ppm wt.

Emission lifetime
/ms

Stretch factor

16%
16%
16%

400
400
400

~O

3.0
3.4
3.4

0.59
0.67
0.69

250
700

Table 5.3: Fitting parameters for stretched exponential emission
decays for the reduced hydroxyl content Er3+ -doped tin silicate glassceramics.
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5.6

Thulium-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics

Figure 5.12 shows a partial energy level diagram for Tm3+ with relevant
transitions. The 3F4 and 3H4 levels are superpositions of wavefunctions with
3F4 and 3H4 characteristics, and are labelled here according to the major
contribution.
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Figure 5.12: A partial energy level diagram for Tm3 + showing the
transitions relevant to this study.
I

The interesting transition for telecoms applications in Tm3+ is the 3F4 -73H4
transition which is centred at ~1.47 flm. Because the energy gap between
the 3F4 and 3Hs levels is relatively small (~4000 cm-1 ), efficient emission at
1.47 flm requires a low phonon energy host.
The Tm3+ and SnOz concentrations of the samples studied in this work are
listed in table 5.4.
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Sn02 cone.

Tm3+ cone. / ppm wt.

2%
2%
5%
15%
15%
15%

200
1000
5000
200
1000
10000

Table 5.4: Concentrations of Tm3 + and Sn02 in the samples studied
in this work. Sn02 content is given in molar percent.

5.6.1

Absorption spectra

The absorption spectra for the Tm-doped samples are shown in Fig. 5.13.
The absorption peaks scale approximately with dopant concentration and
are labelled according to the Tm3+ energy levels in Fig. 5.12. The increased
infrared absorption tail is again present for samples with >2% Sn02. The
peak at 2200 nm is due to the O-H stretching-Si02 bending mode [147] and
was also observed in the Er3+ -doped samples.
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Figure 5.13: Absorption spectra for the Tm3+ -doped tin silicate
glass-ceramics, showing Tm3 + electronic absorption peaks, hydroxyl
vibrational peaks and a broad Sn02-dependent infrared absorption.
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5.6.2

Fluorescence spectra

The experimental setup described in section 3.3 was used for measuring
emission spectra, with the Ti:sapphire laser tuned to the peak of the 3F4level
absorption (795 nm). The emission spectra for the Tm3+ -doped samples are
shown in Fig. 5.14.
- - 2% Sn0 2 200 ppm Tm3+
- - 2% Sn0 2 1000 ppm Tm3+
- - 15% Sn0 2 200 ppm Tm3+
15% Sn02 1000 ppm Tm3+
- - 15% Sn0 2 10000 ppm Tm3+

1400

1600

1800

2000

2200

Wavelength / nm
Figure 5.14: Emission spectra for the Tm3+ -doped tin silicate glassceramics, normalised to the peak of the 1.8 flm emission.

The emission spectra of samples with different Sn02 and Tm3+ concentrations show similar shapes. The ratio of the intensity of the two emission
bands does vary from sample to sample, but may have been a result of
increased reabsorption in the 15% Sn02 samples. The increased noise on the
15% Sn02 10000 ppm shows a reduced signal to noise ratio in this sample
which is explained by the results of emission lifetime measurements.
The emission bandwidth at 1.47 flm was estimated by subtracting the
short wavelength tail of the 1.8 flm emission. A FWHM of 120 nm was
measured, which is broader than the width of the same band in pure
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silica glass (~80 run [156]), fluoride glass (76 run [43]) and tellurite glass
(105-115 run [43,44]). This broad emission is a good property for broadband
amplification, and suggests that Tm3+ is hosted in a wide range of sites in
these materials.

5.6.3

Fluorescence lifetime measurements

Emission decay data for both the 3H4 and 3F4 levels were measured at
1800 nm and 795 run respectively.
The experimental setup described in section 3.4 was used to obtain emission
lifetime data at 1800 run. The pump beam was focused through an AOM
using lOx microscope objectives. A germanium filter was used to filter out
both scattered excitation light and fluorescence from the peak at 1.47 ~tm.
The resolution of the system was 5 ~s. The emission lifetime data obtained
is shown in Fig. 5.15, and the parameters for the fitted curves are shown in
table 5.5.
Ideally lifetime measurements should be carried out using a resonant
pumping scheme in order to eliminate distortion of the decay data.
Unfortunately a 1800 nm laser source was not available for this experiment,
so this measurement uses a 800 run pump and relies on fast decay from the
3F4 and 3Hs levels. However this configuration compromises the accuracy
of the result primarily in the first part of the decay. At the start of the
decay, when the pump source is switched off, the 3H4 level will continue
to be populated by decay from the 3F4 and 3HS levels. To accommodate
for this distortion in this measurement, the first 50 ~s of the decay data has
been discarded. It should be noted that as fluorescence decays in rare-earthdoped glasses are usually non-exponential, fitting curves to decay data in
this way is likely to produce artificially long lifetimes. However, such data
can still be used to compare lifetimes within a group of similar samples.
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Figure 5.15: Lifetime measurements for the 3H4 level in Tm3 + -doped
tin silicate glass-ceramics. The initial 50 fls has been removed from
each decay curve to minimise distortion due to the non-resonant
pumping scheme.
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Sn02 conc.

Tm3+ conc.
jppm wt.

Emission lifetime
j fls

Stretch factor

2%
2%
5%
15%
15%
15%

200
1000
5000
200
1000
10000

246
167
260
261
160
198

0.66
0.60
0.68
0.66
0.58
0.64

Table 5.5: Fitting parameters for the stretched exponential decays of
the 3H4level for Tm3+ -doped tin silicate glass-ceramics. Both lifetimes
and stretch factors decrease with increasing Tm concentration.

The lifetime data for the 3H4 level of the Tm-doped samples showed broadly
the same dependence on Sn02 concentration that was seen in the Er-doped
samples. For the 200 ppm Tm3+ samples, the 15% Sn02 sample showed a
slightly longer lifetime than the 2% Sn02 sample, while for the 1000 ppm
samples the 15% Sn02 sample showed a slightly shorter lifetime. The
lifetimes of the 200 ppm Tm-doped samples were similar to the 200 ~lS
measured in 840 ppm Tm-doped germanosilicate glasses [157]. It is worth
noting that the long lifetime of the 3H4 level causes the 1470 nm transition
to be self-terminating in Tm3+ -doped materials. For this reason, methods of
depopulating this level are required to achieve amplification from 3F4 ~3H4'
This is discussed further in section 6.7.5.
For the lifetime measurement of the 3F4 level at 795 nm, a Hamamatsu R3236
photomultiplier tube was used with a Stanford SR430 multichannel scaler
in place of the InGaAs detector and digital oscilloscope. A monochromator
with a resolution of 5 nm was used to pass only the fluorescence at 795 nm
to the detector. The Ti:sapphire laser was tuned to 785 nm, and a 785 nm
notch filter was used to filter out scattered excitation light. The decay data
obtained is shown in Fig. 5.16 with the fitted stretched exponential curves.
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Figure 5.16: Lifetime measurements for the
tin silicate glass-ceramics_

3P4

level in Tm3 + -doped

The stretched exponential fitting parameters are shown in table 5_6_ The
stretched exponential for the 10000 ppm Tm3 + sample showed a particularly
poor fit.
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Sn02 conc.

2%
2%
5%
15%
15%
15%

Tm3+ conc.
jppm wt.

Emission lifetime

200
1000
5000
200
1000
10000

18
5.2
4.0
37
5.4
4.2

Stretch factor

j ~s

0.60
0.52
0.50
0.69
0.43
0.37

Table 5.6: Pitting parameters for stretched exponential decays for the
3P4 level for Tm3+ -doped tin silicate glass-ceramics. The maximum
lifetime is shown by the 15% Sn02 sample, and the stretch factors
decrease with increasing Tm concentration.

The lifetime data for the 3F4 level shows the same trend as the Er-doped
sample lifetime data, with the lifetime of the 200 ppm Tm sample almost
doubling as the Sn02 concentration is increased from 2% to 15%. The
lifetimes for the 200 ppm Tm-doped samples compare well with the ~20 ~s
lifetimes observed in Tm-doped silica [158]. The decay curves are all nonexponential which suggests that Tm3 + ions are situated in a range of sites
throughout the glass-ceramic. It is interesting to note that by fitting a single
exponential decay to the data from 100 ~s, these long lifetime components
of all the decays do not vary much between samples. Since this component
does not appear to depend strongly on Sn02 content, it may arise from Tm3 +
ions in glassy regions of the material.

5.7

Conelusions

A spectroscopic investigation was carried out into erbium and thuliumdoped tin silicate glass-ceramics. The lifetime data for the Er-doped samples
show that emission lifetimes are increased in samples with higher tin oxide
concentrations. This is not the case for Er3+ -doped tin silicate glasses, where
the addition of tin has been shown not to affect the emission properties
of Er 3+ [140]. Since absorption, fluorescence and fluorescence lifetime
measurements show no evidence that erbium ions are embedded into the
tin oxide crystals, it seems likely that erbium ions are hosted at interfaces
between the glass and nanocrystals.
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The FWHM of the 1550 nm emission in the Er-doped samples is 48 nm, which
is broader than that of Er-doped silica produced by the sol-gel method [130].
Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the 4h3/2 level revealed a maximum
lifetime of 4.1 ms which is comparable to other Er-doped silica glasses
produced by the sol-gel method. The hydroxyl content of these glassceramics was estimated to be between 1000-2500 ppm wt. though this
is sufficiently high to cause a significant absorption at 1400 nm, it does
not appear to have a strong affect on lifetimes. Unfortunately, samples
containing 5% or more tin oxide showed a large infrared absorption which
would preclude their use as amplifier materials. With regard to the
spectroscopy, these Er3+ -doped tin silicate glass-ceramics therefore appear
not to have any advantage over other Er3+ -doped silica-based glasses.
Thulium-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics were studied for the first time.
The emission observed from the 3F4 to 3H4 levels at 1470 nm showed a
particularly broad FWHM of 120 nm. This was not significantly altered in
samples with different compositions and is broader than that observed in
thulium-doped silica, tellurite and fluoride glasses. Again, the fluorescence
lifetimes were influenced by the Sn02 concentration. The lifetime of the 3F4
level increased in samples with higher Sn02 concentration and the longest
lifetime measured was 37 fls. Though this is much shorter than the lifetimes
shown in Tm-doped tellurite and fluoride glasses, it is almost double the
lifetime observed in Tm-doped silica. Since the lifetime of the 3F4 level is
particularly sensitive to changes in the maximum phonon energy of the host
material, this suggests that Tm3+ ions occupy sites with reduced phonon
energy in these glasses, compared to pure silica. Again, the strong infrared
absorption affects samples with higher Sn02 concentrations, which would
be a major obstacle to the use of these materials in a device. However, the
broad emission shown in these glasses is an attractive property for achieving
broadband amplification.

5.8

Further work

In their present state, tin silicate glass-ceramics appear to offer no advantage
over tin silicate glasses as hosts for active ions. However, if glass-
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ceramics could be fabricated which showed the active ions embedded in the
nanocrystals, then the emission properties would be drastically changed. It
would be interesting to determine how different heat treatments both during
and after fabrication affect the spectroscopy of the dopant ions.
If these materials are to be considered further for telecoms applications, it

is important to determine the origin of the increase in infrared absorption.
This could involve fabricating samples with a range of Sn02 concentrations
in order to establish if there is a threshold for this absorption edge increase.
Also, absorption measurements should be made on samples at different
stages of the fabrication process.
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Thulium-doped yttrium
alumino silicate glass
6.1

Introduction

The first part of this chapter contains an investigation into the effect
of glass composition on the optical properties of thulium-doped yttrium
alumino silicate glasses. The second part describes the fabrication and
characterisation of a thulium-doped yttrium aluminosilicate optical fibre.
In order to obtain efficient emission from certain energy levels in rare earthdoped materials, a low phonon energy host is required. This is because
multiphonon decay becomes comparable to radiative decay when the gap
between the upper and lower energy levels can be spanned by five phonons.
Details of this relationship are given in section 2.2.5.1. Multiphonon
emission is a problem for useful transitions at telecoms wavelengths in
praseodymium, dysprosium and thulium-doped silica glasses. This is the
reason thatPDFAs and TDFAs traditionally utilise a fluoride glass host which
has a maximum phonon energy of 590 cm- 1 [159]. More recently TDFAs
using a tellurite glass host have been investigated [43,44,160]. Tellurite glass
has a maximum phonon energy of 750 cm-1 and offers improved thermal
and chemical stability and broader emission over thulium-doped ZBLAN
glass [43,44]. However, there are a number of problems associated with these
so-called soft glasses. Low phonon energy glasses tend to contain heavy and
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weakly-bound atoms which leads to low melting temperatures and poor
mechanical strength. This can cause fibres to be fragile and precludes the
possibility of fusion-splicing to silica fibre.
There have been several recent studies investigating silica-based glasses
doped with thulium for telecoms applications. A patent application was
made in 2001 for thulium-doped glasses containing ~70% Si02 with gallium
or yttrium as a modifier for use as optical amplifier materials for telecoms
applications [158,161]. Another patent application was made in 2002 for
S-band amplification using thulium-doped glasses containing ~65% Si0 2,
~30% of ZnO, BaO, SrO or PbO and ~15% Sn02 or Ti0 2, additionally between
3-30% of the oxygen is replaced with fluorine [162]. Amplification has also
been reported in thulium-doped antimony-silicate glasses [42,163]' though
these fibres were not fusion spliced to silica fibres. A thulium-doped bismuth
oxide-based glass has also been considered for S-band amplification and,
though this is not a silicate glass, it has been possible to fusion-splice bismuth
oxide glass fibres to silica fibres [164].
In 2003, a thulium-doped Y20 r Alz03 -Si0 2 (YAS) glass composition was
reported which had a maximum phonon energy of 950 cm- 1 [165]. The
emission bandwidth at 1470 nm was 125 nm, which is broader than that
observed in silica, ZBLAN and tellurite glasses. The upper level lifetime
was measured to be 100 tls, which is several times longer than that in
pure silica [166]. The same study also reported an erbium-doped YAS
glass containing 0.78 mol% (26000 ppm wt.) Er3 + which showed no sign
of concentration quenching. Differential thermal analysis showed that
the difference between the crystallisation and glass transition temperatures
(Tx - Tg) was 242°C, which makes YAS glass potentially suitable for fibre
drawing [146].
Though there have been a number of studies of the properties of rare earth
alumino silicate glasses, there have been no investigations involving the
spectroscopy of dopant ions in YAS glasses other the one mentioned above.
Studies of rare earth alumino silicate systems include investigations into
glass-forming regions [167,168], refractive index measurements [168,169]
and Raman and FTIR measurements [170,171].
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In this chapter it is shown that the vibrational properties of YAS glass can
be altered through changes in glass composition. This leads to a change
in excited state lifetime of 20% in the range studied. Despite problems
identified with glass quality, an unclad YAS glass was successfully pulled
from a preform which was drilled out of bulk cast glass. YAS glass fibre
appears to be physically robust and retains the good spectroscopic properties
of the bulk glass.
The first part of this study is an investigation into the effects of glass
composition on the optical properties of thulium-doped YAS glass. This
includes Raman, FTIR, absorption, fluorescence and fluorescence lifetime
measurements of different YAS compositions. The second part of the
study reports on a first attempt to fabricate a thulium-doped YAS fibre.
The fabrication technique is described and fibre loss, fluorescence and
fluorescence lifetime measurements are reported.

6.2

Sample preparation

A number of YAS samples of different composition were prepared for this
investigation. Samples were produced by melting high purity powders in
a platinum crucible in an electric furnace and casting into a brass mould
before annealing. Great care was taken both to prevent contamination and
to maintain consistency between glass melts.
Powders of at least 99.99% purity were batched in a dry nitrogen-purged
glovebox and were weighed out in 30 g batches to an accuracy of ±0.02 g.
The powders were mixed thoroughly in a sealed polyethylene bottle, using
a mechanical rotating mixer for 30 mins. The batch was then transferred to
a platinum crucible which was placed uncovered in an electric furnace at
1600 DC. The batch was held at 1600 DC in flowing oxygen gas for 1-2 hours
before being removed and cast into a brass mould which was preheated
on a hot plate to ~300DC. The glass was then immediately removed from
the mould and transferred to an annealing furnace at 900 DC, which is just
below Tg for these glasses [169]. After being held at 900 DC for 1 hour, the
temperature was reduced to room temperature at a rate of 30 /hour. The
D
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samples were cut into slabs of

~5

mm thickness which were then polished

on two parallel faces and on one perpendicular side.
As some glass remained in the platinum crucible after casting, crucibles were
cleaned in HF solution for at least 5 hours, then rinsed with deionised water
and placed in a drying cabinet for at least 1 hour.
The initial selection of compositions was made to cover a wide area of
the glass-forming region. The glass-forming region was investigated by
Shelby and covers the approximate ranges: 10-30% Y203, 15-45% Alz03
and 35-80% Si02 [168]. The position of all the chosen compositions in
the Y20 3-Alz03-Si0 2 system is shown in Fig. 6.1. Further compositions
were chosen either with different dopant concentrations or with a modified
preparation procedure in order to improve sample quality. Various problems
were encountered in the quality of the samples, these are outlined inthe
appendix in tables B.1 and B.2 and are discussed further in section 6.7.
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Figure 6.1: YAS glass compositions melted in this work. The numbers
by each crosshair are the sample numbers of each composition.

6.3

Raman spectra

The maximum phonon energy of a silicate host for thulium is an important
parameter affecting the radiative efficiency of the 1470 nm transition. This
is because the maximum phonon energy for silica is 1150 cm- 1 and the
energy gap between the 3F4 and 3H s levels is ~4400 cm- 1 and so around four
phonons are required to bridge the gap . As described in section 2.2.5.1, the
multiphonon decay rate depends exponentially on the number of phonons
required to bridge the gap and at 5-6 phonons radiative and multiphonon
rates will be comparable.
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A study of Raman spectra of various rare earth aluminosilicate glasses
reported a single Raman peak at ~950 cm- 1 and a shoulder at ~400 cm- 1 [170].
The shoulder at ~400 cm-1 is likely to arise from the silica content
(d. Fig. 5.2). The peak at ~950 cm-1 is associated with non-bridging
oxygens (NBO) on Si04 tetrahedra and was seen to shift to lower energy
in samarium aluminosilicate glasses with higher Sm203:Alz03 ratio. No
significant differences were observed in the Raman spectra of different
rare earth aluminosilicates. This trend will be looked for here in yttrium
aluminosilicate glasses, with the aim of optimising the glass composition in
order to reduce multiphonon decay in thulium-doped samples.
Using the procedure described in section 3.2, Raman spectra were measured
for samples YAS1, YAS5 and YAS2 which contain Y203 and Alz0 3 in the
ratios 15:25, 17.5:22.5 and 20:20 respectively. The Raman spectra of each of
these samples is shown in Fig. 6.2 and shows a small shift in peak intensity to
lower energy with increased yttria content. Though the shift is not present at
energies higher than 1000 cm- 1 , the same trend is seen more clearly in Fig. 6.3
for samples YAS7 and YAS6 which have Y20 3:Alz03 ratios of 20.6:25.6 and
23.1:23.1 respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Raman spectra of samples YASl, YAS5 and YAS2 in
order of increasing Y203:Ah03 ratio, showing a decrease in the
phonon energy in samples with high yttria content. The spectra are
normalised to peak intensity.
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Figure 6.3: Raman spectra of samples YAS7 and YAS6 in order of
increasing Y203:Ah 0 3 ratio, showing a decrease in the phonon energy
in samples with high yttria content.
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In order to determine how changes in silica content affect Raman spectra,

samples YAS2, YAS6 and YAS3 were compared which have the same
Yz03:Ah03 ratio and SiOz concentrations of 60 mole%, 53.75 mole% and
47.5 mole% respectively. Raman spectra for these samples are shown in
Fig. 6.4 and show that samples with lower silica content show a shift of the
Raman peak to lower energy. The spectra also shows a clear a decrease in
the width of the Raman peak in samples with lower silica content. This
narrowing was also seen in samarium. aluminosilicate glasses with higher
Ah03:SiOz ratios [170], where the decrease in width was interpreted as a
sign of reduced disorder in the silicate network of the glass.
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Figure 6.4: Raman spectra of samples YAS2, YAS6 and YAS3 in order
of decreasing SiOz content, showing a decrease in the phonon energy
in samples with low silica content.

The Raman measurements in this section show that the maximum phonon
energy of YAS glass can be reduced by choosing a composition with high
yttria:alumina ratio, and with a low silica content.
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Absorption spectra

FTIR spectra were measured for all the samples for which Raman spectra
were taken, using the procedure described in section 3.1.1. The infrared
absorption edges for the samples containing different Y203:Ah03 ratios are
shown in Fig. 6.5 and show a shift to lower energy for samples with high
yttria content. This is consistent with the Raman spectra in section 6.3.
Similarly, spectra were taken for the samples containing various Si02
concentrations and are shown in Fig. 6.6. The absorption edges of the
samples with lower silica content were shifted to lower energy, confirming
a reduction in maximum phonon energy.
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Figure 6.5: Infrared absorption spectra of YASl, YASS and YAS2 in
order of increasing Y2 0 3 :A12 0 3 ratio, showing a shift in multiphonon
absorption edge to lower energy in samples with higher yttria content
which implies a decrease in phonon energy.
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Figure 6.6: Infrared absorption spectra of YAS2, YAS6 and YAS3 in
order of decreasing Si02 content, showing a shift in multiphonon
absorption edge to lower energy in samples with lower silica content
which implies a decrease in phonon energy.

In order to determine relative hydroxyl contents of the samples, FTIR
spectra were taken in the region of the fundamental O-H stretching band at
3500 cm-1 . Since the extinction coefficient for hydroxyl in these glasses
is not known, absolute values of hydroxyl concentration could not be
calculated. The spectra are shown in Fig. 6.7 with background absorption
slopes subtracted, and show that the hydroxyl concentration varies by a
factor of ~3 between samples. This was not expected because care was
taken to maintain consistency between glass melts. The reason for this
difference is not clear, though since the hydroxyl content of YAS12 was not
altered after remelting it is not likely to be introduced during melting.
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Figure 6.7: Infrared absorption spectra of YAS samples showing
the fundamental hydroxyl stretching band. The range of intensities
reflects the range of hydroxyl concentrations in the samples. The
background slope was subtracted from each curve.

Absorption spectra of the YAS samples were measured over the visible and
near infrared range using the procedure described in section 3.1. Figure 6.8
shows the absorption spectra of YAS samples containing 440 ppm and
3911 ppm Tm3 + . The absorption spectrum for the YAS8 sample shows
increased absorption below 900 nm. This was also observed in the previous
study of Tm-doped YAS [166] and is likely to be caused by transition metal
ion impurities. This was not present in many of the other spectra, including
YAS1 which is also shown in Fig. 6.8. In contrast to the absorption spectra
for the tin silicate glass-ceramics shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.13, there is no
strong absorption peak at 1400 nm arising from hydroxyl groups . This is
particularly important for optical materials operating in the S-band, as the
OH- absorption band overlaps with this region of the telecoms window.
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Figure 6.8: Absorption spectra of YASI and YAS8 samples which
contain 440 ppm and 3911 ppm Tm3+ respectively. The spectra show
the characteristic absorption peaks from electronic transitions in the
Tm3 + ion. There is an increased UV absorption in the YAS8 sample,
which may be due to transition metal impurities.

Figure 6.9 shows absorption spectra of two samples which were doped with
erbium. The large absorption peak centred at 800 nm found in the spectrum
of YAS13 is likely a result of copper contamination, as the glass was crushed
with brass blocks before remelting. Copper appears to be hosted in YAS
glass as Cu2 + and it is interesting to note that copper is incorporated almost
entirely as Cu+ in pure silica produced by flame hydrolysis [78]. However,
contamination by other transition metals cannot be ruled out, particularly
because the shape of the absorption band is similar to that of Cr4 +-doped
glasses, as discussed in section 4.2.1 .
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Figure 6.9: Absorption spectra of YAS13 and YAS14 samples which
contain 500 ppm and 200 ppm Er 3+ respectively, showing a broad
strong absorption peak centred at 800 nm which is due to Cu impurity.

6.5

Fluorescence spectra

Fluorescence spectra were measured using the technique described in
section 3.3, using a Milon laser diode at 800 nm as the excitation source.
The emission from the 3F4 ~3H4 transition in the YAS2 sample is shown in
Fig. 6.10 with a resolution of 5 nm and corrected for the spectral response of
the system. The emission bandwidth is remarkably broad and flat and has a
FWHM of 129 nm, which is similar to that measured in Tm-doped YAS glass
by Jander [165]. This is much broader than the same transition measured in
ZBLAN [43], tellurite [44] and pure silica [156] as illustrated in the figure,
which suggests that YAS glasses exhibit a higher degree of disorder.
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Figure 6.10: Emission spectrum of the thulium-doped YAS2 sample,
with data from thulium-doped ZBLAN, tellurite and silica [43,156].
The emission from the YAS glass is much broader than from the other
glass hosts. The spectra are normalised to peak intensity.

Emission spectra measured from samples with different compositions
showed no significant differences in bandwidth or shape, even though
Raman spectra indicate samples with low Si02 content are less disordered.
A broad emission at 1470 nm would be a key requirement for a broadband
amplifier for WDM telecoms systems. Another advantage of the emission
shown by Tm-doped YAS is that the spectrum has a relatively flat top, which
may reduce the need for gain equalisation in an amplifier.

6.6

Fluorescence lifetime measurements

Fluorescence lifetime measurements for the 3P 4 ~3 H6 transition were made
using the method described in section 3.4. A directly-modulated 800 nm
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Milon laser diode was used as the excitation source and fluorescence was
detected at 790 run using a Hamamatsu R3236 photomultiplier tube. The
time response of the system was 1 fls and was limited by the bin-width set
on the multichannel scaler.
Figure 6.11 shows the results for samples YAS1 and YAS5 in order of
increasing Y203:Ah03 ratio. The stretched exponential function was used to
determine lifetimes from the data, as described in section 3.4. The lifetimes
of the YAS1 and YAS5 samples were 60 fls and 59 fls respectively. The results
from Raman measurements show that the maximum phonon energy in these
samples is reduced in glasses with higher yttria content; this would lead to
decreased multiphonon decay, and an increase in the measured lifetime.
The difference in the lifetimes of these samples is small, so it is helpful to
estimate the magnitude of this effect on the observed lifetime.
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Figure 6.11: Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the 3F4 level of
thulium-doped samples YASI and YAS5, showing lifetimes of 58 fls
and 59 fls respectively.

The increase in fluorescence lifetime caused by a decrease in the maximum
phonon energy of the host can be estimated with knowledge of the
multiphonon decay rate and equation 2.12. Since the measured lifetime has
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contributions from both radiative and nonradiative processes, the quantum
efficiency is required to calculate the nonradiative decay rate from the
measured lifetime:
l-QE
Wnr = ---'-(6.1)
'[

In the previous investigation into thulium-doped YAS glass, Jander used
Judd-Ofelt analysis to calculate the quantum efficiency to be ~20% [166].
Since this calculation was made using data from a YAS glass with the
same composition as sample YAS3 and YAS8, quantum efficiencies of these
samples were calculated and compared to the value determined by Jander.
This analysis is described in section 6.6.1 and shows that the quantum
efficiency of these samples is ~14%. Using 14% as the quantum efficiency
gives a radiative rate of 1730 S-1 and a nonradiative rate of 10600 S-l for the
YASI sample.
The multiphonon decay rate depends on the inverse exponential of
p = i"1.Ej!iw, according to equation 2.12. As this process is dominated by
the highest energy phonons, a decrease in maximum phonon energy should
reduce the multiphonon emission rate. The shift in the Raman peak between
YASI and YAS5 shown in Fig. 6.2 is ~10 cm-1 . Taking i"1.E=4400 cm- 1 and
!iw=950 cm-1 means that p changes from 4.63 to 4.68 between YASI and

YAS5. Assuming multiphonon decay is the major cause of nonradiative
decay, this decreases the multiphonon rate from 10600 S-1 to 10100 S-l which
increases the measured lifetime by 3.5

~s.

Another factor which affects decay rates is the difference in refractive index
between samples. According to equation 2.9, the spontaneous emission rate
depends on n3 !. A study of the effect of composition on refractive index in
the YAS glass system was carried out by Shelby et al. [168]. Refractive index
was found to increase dramatically with increasing yttria content and only
slightly with increasing alumina content. The data from Shelby shows that
an increase in yttria content from 15% to 17.5% will cause an increase in
refractive index of 1.2%. The YAS5 sample contains 2.5% more yttria than
YASl, so according to equation 2.9 the radiative rate from the same level will
be increased by from 1730 S-1 to 1800 S-I. This corresponds to a decrease in
lifetime of 0.5 ~s when changing composition from YASI to YAS5.
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These approximate calculations show that the change in maximum phonon
energy between YAS1 and YAS5 will increase the lifetime by 3.5 fls and the
change in refractive index will decrease the lifetime by 0.5 ~ts. This shows
that by increasing the yttria content from 15% to 17.5%, while keeping the
silica content constant, the measured lifetime will be increased by 3 fls.
This is larger than the 1 fls increase measured from the YAS1 sample to the
YAS5 sample, however this may be due to some inhomogeneity in the YAS1
sample which was not mixed mechanically.
Fluorescence lifetime data for the 3F4level of thulium-doped samples YAS7
and YAS6 are shown in Fig. 6.12 and also shows an increase in lifetime with
higher yttria content. The increase in lifetime appears more clearly in the
da ta, and this is reflected in the larger increase in the lifetime from 63 fls
to 67 fls. This is to be expected from the larger shift between the samples
shown in the Raman spectra in Fig. 6.3. The difference measured between
the lifetimes of YAS7 and YAS6 is 4 fls, which in reasonable agreement with
the estimated value of 3 fls.
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Figure 6.12: Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the 3P4 level of
thulium doped samples YAS7 and YAS6, showing lifetimes of 63 fls
and 67 fls respectively.
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Fluorescence lifetime data for the 3F4 level of thulium doped samples YAS2,
YAS6 and YAS3 which contain decreasing amounts of silica are shown in
Fig. 6.13. These samples all contain the same Y203:Ah03 ratio and the
lifetimes of 60 ~s, 67 ~s and 71 ~s show that decreasing the silica content of
this glass increases the 3F4 lifetime, as expected from Raman measurements.
The difference measured between the lifetimes of YAS6 and YAS3 is 4 ~s and
that between YAS2 and YAS6 is 7 ~s; these are both in reasonable agreement
with the estimated value of 3 ~s .
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Figure 6.13: Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the 3F4 level of
thulium doped samples YAS2, YAS6 and YAS3, showing lifetimes of
60 fls, 67 ~LS and 71 fls respectively.

Figure 6.14 shows the effect of thulium concentration on the lifetime of the
3F4 level. The host composition of samples YAS9, YAS3, YAS12 and YAS8
is the same, and they contain 200 ppm, 500 ppm, 1000 ppm and 4000 ppm
Tm3+ respectively. The lifetimes obtained by fitting stretched exponential
curves are 77 ~s, 71 ~s, 71 ~s and 62 ~s respectively. The decay data for the
500 ppm and 1000 ppm samples are almost within the noise of the 200 ppm
sample, the lifetime for the 4000 ppm is clearly shorter than that of lower
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doped samples. This indicates that concentration quenching does occur in
the 4000 ppm sample.
100 .~---------------------------------------------.
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Figure 6.14: Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the 3 F 4 level
of YAS samples with increasing thulium concentrations, showing
concentration quenching. Samples YAS9, YAS3, YAS12 and YAS8
show lifetimes of 77 fls, 71 fls, 71 fls and 62 fls respectively.

Fluorescence lifetime measurements were also made for the 3H4 level by
pumping at 800 nm and measuring fluorescence at > 1700 nm with an InGaAs
detector.
It should be noted that this measurement relies on decay from the 3F4 and 3HS

levels to populate the 3H4 level; this will cause a distortion to the first part of
the decay data as the 3H4level continues to be populated for a short time after
the excitation light has been removed. Samples YASS and YAS17 have the
same host composition and Tm3+ concentrations of SOO ppm and 10000 ppm
respectively. The lifetime data is shown in Fig. 6.1S and shows concentration
quenching at Tm3+ concentrations of >SOO ppm. This is not consistent with
lifetime data from Er-doped YAS, which showed no concentration quenching
at a dopant concentration 26000 ppm wt. (10000 ppm ions) .
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Figure 6.15: Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the 3H4 level
of YAS samples with increasing thulium concentrations, showing
concentration quenching. Samples YAS5 and YAS17 contain 500 ppm
and 10000 ppm Tm3 + and show lifetimes of 1.02 ms and 0.65 ms
respectively.

6.6.1

Judd-Ofelt analysis

In 1962, Judd [172] and Ofelt [173], working independently, published a
system of parameters which allows radiative transition rates to be calculated
from absorption measurements. This allows the calculation of radiative rates
between any two levels in rare earth-doped materials and, for levels with
fluorescence lifetime data, can be used to determine quantum efficiencies.
Electric dipole transitions between 4f states are parity forbidden in a free ion,
as stated in section 2.2.4. However, the crystal field of the host material mixes
5d states with opposite parity into the 4f configuration. This then allows
4f-4f transitions to occur. Judd and Ofelt used a number of assumptions
in order to obtain an expression for the electric dipole transition strength.
The assumptions are that the excited 5d states are degenerate, the energy
differences between the 5d levels and the 4f levels are equal and all the stark
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levels of the manifold are equally populated. The electric dipole transition
strength is then given by [3]:
5ed (a, b) = e2

L

Otl(aIU(t)lb)1 2 ,

(6.2)

t=2,4,6

where Ot are the Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters and U(t) is the electric
dipole tensor operator. The values of the matrix elements of U(t) are hostindependent and have been tabulated for transitions in rare earth ions in
LaF3 by Carnall [174]. The aim of Judd-Ofelt analysis is to determine the
Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters, which describe the influence of the host
on the ion. The following steps outline the process of obtaining radiative
transition rates from absorption spectra:
1. Calculate the oscillator strengths of a number of transitions in the
system from integrated absorption measurements.
2. Determine the transition strengths, 5, from the calculated oscillator
strength using equation 6.3.
3. Calculate the magnetic dipole contribution to the transition strengths

and subtract from the measured transition strengths. This gives
the electric dipole contribution to the transition strengths, neglecting
multipolar interactions.
4. Determine Ot by least-squares fitting the electric dipole transition
strengths to equation 6.2.
5. The Ot parameters can then be used in equation 6.2 to determine
the electric dipole contribution to the transition strength. Combining
this with the magnetic dipole contribution allows the calculation of
transition rates between any two levels in the system. The sum of the
transition rates to all lower levels gives the total radiative rate.
Transition strengths can be calculated by rearranging equation 2.8:
ahc
5(a, b) = 3g
2 2 oc
n vx
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The magnetic dipole contribution was calculated from tabulated data
published by Camall [174]. Of the transitions considered here, only the
3H6H3Hs transition is significantly affected by the magnetic dipole process.
The quality of the fit is given by the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the
measured and calculated transition strengths. Generally more than three
absorption peaks should be used in the analysis to reduce the RMS error.
While Judd-Ofelt analysis is a useful technique for evaluating radiative
decay rates, the errors involved can be as high as 10-20% and three of
the transitions used in this analysis are hypersensitive. This means that
the technique may not be appropriate for evaluating small compositional
changes in host materials [175].
Judd-Ofelt analysis was carried out on the YAS3 and YASS samples which
both contain 26.25% Y203,26.25% Ah03 and 47.5% Si02 and contain 500 ppm
and 4000 ppm Tm3+ respectively. The results are shown in table 6.1 with the
results of an analysis of a 1300 ppm Tm3+ -doped YAS glass sample of the
same composition which were calculated by Jander [146]. In order to reduce
the RMS errors in these calculations, the 3F 2 and 3F3 levels were merged in
the measurement of the integrated absorption spectra and the 1D2 was not
included because of difficulty in subtracting the background absorption.
Sample

O2

YAS3
3.S±1.4
YASS
5.1±0.7
YAS15J* 7.0±0.7

04
jx10-24 m 2

06

1.6±1.2
0.6±0.6
0.2±0.5

1.0±0.3
1.4±0.2
1.6±0.2

RMS error

Tr

eF

4)

QE

eF

4)

j fls
11%
5.4%
4.1%

740
600
470

14%
14%
20%

Table 6.1: Judd-Ofelt parameters and radiative transition rates for
thulium-doped VAS samples with the same host composition. *The
results for YAS15J were provided by Jander [146].

For calculations of quantum efficiency, single exponential fits were used to
obtain the measured lifetimes. These were 101 fls for YAS3 and S3 fls for
YASS. The quantum efficiency of the YASS sample is expected to be lower
than that of YAS3 because of the concentration quenching, however the
large errors in Tr mean that a comparison of quantum efficiencies between
these samples is not appropriate. The results do show that the quantum
efficiency of 14% calculated for these samples appears to be lower than of the
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YAS sample melted by Jander [166], using an identical sample preparation
technique. The reason for this is not clear, but considering the relatively large
errors in the Judd-Ofelt analysis, the results are in reasonable agreement.

6.7 Thulium-doped YAS fibre
The intention in this investigation was to optimise the YAS glass composition
with respect to the spectroscopy and then attempt to fabricate a fibre using
the optimised glass composition. However, a number of problems were
encountered during sample preparation which limited the choice of glass
composition:
• Several compositions with lower silica content cracked during annealing. This may be due to an increased thermal expansion coefficient
which has been reported in YAS compositions with low silica
content [168].
• Many of the samples with <60% silica contained small bubbles
distributed throughout the glass. These bubbles were removed after
remelting in the YAS13 sample, however as the sample was being
broken up before remelting it was contaminated with brass, causing
the large infrared peak shown in Fig. 6.9. YAS15 was broken up using
a pestle and mortar and remelted without significant transition metal
contamination, however the resulting glass was not completely clear.
• For the YAS4 composition, the batch did not melt at 1600°C and higher
temperatures were not attainable with available furnaces.
• Compositions containing 60% Si0 2 were consistently free of bubbles
and particles, though they often showed cloudy regions of bubbles on
the top surface.
Several attempts were made to improve sample quality with regard to the
problems listed above. For the YASll sample, the crucible was put into
the furnace at 750°C and the furnace was ramped up to 1600°C for 3 h.
This extended melting process did not improve sample quality. YAS12
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was prepared with particular attention to reducing exposure of the batch
to moisture in the atmosphere. The batch was prepared and placed in the
crucible in the glovebox and then placed in a sealed polyethylene bag, which
was opened immediately before the crucible was put into the furnace. The
FTIR spectrum of this sample, shown in Fig. 6.7, shows that this procedure
did not significantly reduce hydroxyl content. The batch for the YAS13
sample was compressed in the crucible in order to remove air pockets in
the powder, however the sample still contained bubbles. The powders
for the YAS14 were mixed using a pestle and mortar in order to break
up small clusters in the powder and improve homogeneity, though no
improvement in the sample quality was observed. YAS17 was prepared
from new powders, but still showed cloudiness on the surface. Sample
YAS18 was prepared without any active dopant, this sample still contained
bubbles and cracked during annealing.
Since compositions with 17.5% Y2 0 3, 22.5% Ah03 and 60% Si02 were
consistently clear in the bulk of the glass, this was the host composition
chosen for the attempt at fibre-drawing. A summary of the physical
properties and characteristic temperatures of this glass is given in table 6.2.
Expansion coefficient
Density
Refractive Index
Tm
Tg
Tx
Softening temperature

50x10-7 K- 1
3.4 g/cm3
1.65
1350°C
895°C
1150°C
935°C

Table 6.2: Summary of physical properties and characteristic
temperatures of the YAS glass used for fibre fabrication.
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Fibre fabrication

Since this was a first attempt at pulling a YAS fibre, it was decided to try to
pull a single rod of YAS glass into an unclad fibre.

6.7.1.1

Preform fabrication

For the production of the YAS preform rod, a 120 g batch of the chosen
composition was melted and cast into a brass mould using the procedure
described in section 6.2. On the first attempt at casting, the glass cracked
before it was placed in the annealing furnace. The glass was remelted
and the procedure was repeated, but this time with the mould temperature
increased from ~300 ° C to ~550 ° C to reduce the thermal shock experienced
by the glass. The glass was annealed without cracking, and the resulting
100 x 15 x 10 mm glass bar is shown in Fig. 6.16. The glass was clear apart
from surface bubbles at one end which were folded into the glass as it was
cast.

Figure 6.16: 10 em long YAS glass bar used for the preform for the
unclad fibre.

In order to cut out the rod from the glass bar, the bar was mounted onto
an L-shaped piece of aluminium using wax and was then mounted onto an
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ultrasonic drill. A drill bit with an internal diameter of 8 mm was used to
cut out a rod from the glass bar at a speed of 1 mm/min. The rod was drilled
out without cracking and is shown in Fig. 6.17. As the drilling progressed,
the outer part of the glass bar cracked showing that future attempts at this
process should be carried out at a slower rate.

Figure 6.17: Thulium-doped YAS fibre preform.

6.7.1.2

Fibre fabrication

A schematic diagram of the fibre-drawing apparatus is shown in Fig. 6.18.
The fibre tower essentially consists of an RF furnace with a cylindrical hole
through the middle where the preform is placed. The temperature of the
furnace is increased until necking starts to occur in the preform. The fibre
'drop' is allowed to move out of the furnace and the attached fibre is then
wound round a drum at the base of the tower. The drum is rotated to apply
tension to the fibre as it is drawn. Since the preform will begin necking at the
hottest part of the inside of the susceptor, the weight of preform below this
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point will help draw down the fibre as the fibre-drawing starts. As material
is removed from the preform during fibre-drawing, the preform feed control
lowers more of the preform into the hotzone.

Chuck

-------+I:

I

Preform feed

Fibre preform

-

Hot zone

-

0
0
0

0
0
O~

-

Susceptor

RF coil

-

Figure 6.18: Schematic diagram of the fibre-drawing tower.

There should be sufficient weight in the preform beneath the hot-zone in
the susceptor to help draw down the fibre and the preform should be long
enough to be held by the chuck. Because the amount of glass which can be
formed into a rod by casting was limited by the volume of the crucible, it was
not possible to produce a sufficiently long preform. One possible solution
to this problem is to weld the end of the YAS preform to a longer silica rod.
Several attempts were made to join YAS glass samples to silica glass. On the
first attempt both the silica rod and YAS glass here heated with a hydrogenoxygen torch. While heating the YAS glass, many small bubbles were
produced, forming a white foam. These bubbles at the interface between
materials made the join too weak for practical use. A number of other YAS
compositions were heated in the same way with similar results. In order to
discount that the torch was introducing the bubbles, a sample of YAS glass
was heated with a 40 W Synrad CO2 laser. The foam was still produced
on heating with the CO 2 laser. When a YAS sample was melted inside a
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silica tube, the sample melted without producing foam. It appears that
the foaming is only created by vigorous heating, though the origin of the
foaming is not known.
The alternative approach for mounting small preforms in a large fibre tower
is to attach the preform to a silica rod with tungsten wire. Grooves were
cut into the sides of the preform and the wire was fixed by winding round
the preform. This arrangement can be seen at the top of Fig. 6.20. The main
risk involved with this technique is that the tungsten wire will be heated
up sufficiently to melt the preform around it, causing the preform to fall
through the fibre-drawing tower.
In order to determine the approximate temperature for fibre-drawing, a trial

was first conducted on one of the samples prepared for the spectroscopic
investigation. The YAS3 sample was chosen for the trial because this was
the longest at 37 mm. A first attempt was made on a smaller fibre-drawing
tower which was unsuccessful. In this attempt, the susceptor was heated in
20-30°C steps to the maximum at 1070°C, at which temperature no change
was observed in the YAS glass. A second attempt was made using a larger
drawing tower which was capable of reaching higher temperatures. This
attempt was successful, and movement of the sample was observed at
1160°C. The result of this trial is shown in Fig. 6.19, which shows that the
glass was heavily crystallised during heating. This was to be expected at
this temperature as Jander reported the crystallisation temperature of this
composition to be 1142°C [146]. However, as the YAS composition used for
the preform was nearer the centre of the glass-forming region and so would
be less prone to crystallisation.
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Figure 6.19: The result of a trial attempt at pulling a fibre from the
YAS3 sample. The glass is heavily devitrified.

For the attempt at fibre-drawing using the YAS preform, a weight of 100 g
was attached to the bottom of the preform using tungsten wire. This w eight
provides an additional tension force on the preform for the start of the fibredraw which helps the fibre-drawing to proceed at lower temperature and
therefore reduces the risk of devitrification. The temperature was ramped
up to 10SOoe and the weight started dropping slowly. The temperature was
increased in steps of 100e to l1S0oe in order to increase the drawing rate.
The fibre was attached to a drum below the drawing tower and 7.5 m of fib re
was drawn onto the drum. Unfortunately, a malfunction in the mechanism
which rotates the drum caused the fibre to break in the furnace before the
fibre diameter was stabilised. Figure 6.20 shows the YAS preform after fib redrawing and shows that the fibre is fire-polished as it is pulled from the
preform. An attempt was made at drawing more fibre from the remaining
preform, however there was insufficient material on the preform to attach
a weight so the furnace was heated to a temperature of l23S°C. At this
temperature the preform became detached from the supporting tungsten
wire and the so the attempt was aborted.
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Figure 6.20: YAS fibre preform after fibre-drawing, showing how the
tungsten wire was attached and that the preform is fire-polished as it
is pulled into fibre.
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The diameter of the fibre ranged from 150 !lm to 350 !lm along the length.
The fibre was easily cleaved; Fig. 6.21 shows the end of a section of the fibre
with diameter of 210 !lm and Fig. 6.22 shows a side view of the same piece
of fibre. The fibre was strong enough to be handled throughout experiments
without being broken accidentally.

Figure 6.21: Top view of a 210 flm diameter cleaved section of YAS
fibre.

Figure 6.22: Side view of a 210
fibre.

6.7.2

~Lm

diameter cleaved section of YAS

Fibre loss measurements

Loss measurements for the YAS fibre were made using the cutback method.
This method involves focusing a broadband light source into one end of the
fibre and measuring the transmitted spectrum at the other end of the fibre
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using an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). The fibre is then cut back without
disturbing the end where the light is coupled in. The transmitted spectrum
is measured from the cutback fibre, and the difference between the spectra
gives the loss of the fibre . For this experiment, a 50 W halogen lamp w as
used as the broadband source and the light from fibre was coupled into an
Ando OSA which was used to record the transmitted spectra. An initial fibre
length of 1.7 m was used and a number of small cut-backs were made to
ensure the fibre cleaves were consistent. The transmission spectra through
the first four 26 mm cutbacks were all within a 0.2 dB range. The fibre was
then cut back by 1656 mm and the resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.23,
which shows the absorption peaks of thulium with an additional peak at
1400 nm. This additional peak is due to the first stretching overtone of
OH- [151]. Again, several 26 mm cutbacks were made to ensure the cleaves
were consistent. Subtracting the spectra in Fig. 6.23 gives the minimum loss
of 3.6 dB/m at 1360 nm, which is shown in Fig. 6.24.
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Figure 6.23: Spectra recorded for YAS fibre loss measurements,
showing the absorption peaks of thulium and an extra peak due to
hydroxyl at 1400 run.
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Figure 6.24: Loss measurement of Tm-doped YAS fibre, obtained by

the cutback method. The fibre has a minimum loss of 3.6 dB/m at
1360nm.

This loss is several orders of magnitude larger than the minimum loss
of 0.2 dB/km for standard silica telecoms fibre [15]. The loss compares
somewhat better with GLS fibres, which have been fabricated with a loss of
2.5 dB/m [176]. However, the minimum loss in this YAS fibre appears to be
limited by the presence of the thulium dopant and hydroxyl impurity. The
removal of these components is likely to decrease the minimum loss and
shift it to a longer wavelength. Further causes of loss are likely to be due
to defects in the surface of the fibre, transition metal dopant impurities and
Raleigh scattering due to glass inhomogeneity.

6.7.3

Fibre fluorescence spectrum

In order to measure fluorescence from the thulium-doped YAS fibre, 800 nm
light from a laser diode was coupled into one end of the fibre. Fluorescence
was collected from the same end using a 50 flm core multimode silica fibre,
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the light from which was focused into a monochromator. A Stanford lock-in
amplifier with an InGaAs photo diode was used to measure the light passed
through the monochromator in a similar arrangement to that described in
section 3.3.
The emission at 1470 nm is shown in Fig. 6.25 and is corrected for the spectral
response of the system. The emission FWHM is 137 nm in the fibre, which
is broader than the 129 nm FWHM observed in the bulk glass. This may
be due in part to the lower resolution of the YAS fibre spectrum (11 nm
instead of 5 nm), although there does appear to be broadening of the short
wavelength tail of the 1800 nm emission. This could be a result of increased
inhomogeneous broadening caused by the either the extra heat treatment,
or by the fibre drawing, in which case it further increases the material's
potential as a broadband S-band amplifier.

- - YAS fibre
- - YASbulk

1300

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

1600

Wavelength / nm
Figure 6.25: Emission from thulium-doped YAS fibre when pumped
at 800 nm. The spectral resolution is 11 nm.

While pumping at 800 nm to measure the emission at 1470 nm, blue emission
could be seen from the fibre at pump powers of > 1 W. A spectrum was
recorded of this blue emission using an OSA and is shown in Fig. 6.26.
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This blue emission is evidence of up conversion in the fibre and a possible
mechanism is shown in Fig. 6.27

440

450

460
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480
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500

Wavelength / nm
Figure 6.26: Blue emission from thulium-doped YAS fibre when
pumped at 800 nm.
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Figure 6.27: Possible upconversion pumping scheme for the blue
emission centred at 470 nm showing the absorption of two 800 nm
photons and multiphonon emission from 1D2 to IG4.
l
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6.7.4

Fluorescence lifetime measurements

Fluorescence lifetime measurements of the 3F4 level of the thulium-doped
YAS fibre were made by pumping with an 800 nm laser diode and collecting
fluorescence perpendicular to the fibre axis using a 1 mm multimode
silica fibre. The fluorescence from the silica fibre was focused into a
monochromator and a Hamamatsu R3236 photomultiplier tube was used
as the detector. For this measurement the monochromator was set to pass
fluorescence at 790 nm and a Stanford SR430 multichannel scaler was used
to record the decay data. The resulting lifetime data is shown in Fig. 6.28
with the stretched exponential fit. The 3F4 level in the YAS fibre showed a
lifetime of 51 fls . This is shorter than the 60 fls lifetime of the YAS2 sample
which has the same Tm3+ concentration. It is possible that this is caused by
a redistribution of Tm3+ ions during fibre-drawing.
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Figure 6.28: Fluorescence lifetime data for the 3F4 level in the thuliumdoped YAS fibre, pumped at 800 nm, showing the result of the
stretched exponential fit with a lifetime of 51 ~s,

By setting the monochromator to pass light at 470 nm, lifetime data was
obtained for the IG 4 level. The results are shown in Fig. 6.29 with the fitted
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stretched exponential producing a lifetime of 13 fls . This is much shorter than
that measured in various fluoride and silica glasses. The IG 4 level lifetime
was measured to be ~550 fls in Tm-doped fluorozirconate glasses [177,178]
and 200 fls and 300 fls in Tm-doped germanosilicate and alumino silicate
glass fibres respectively [179]. It is unlikely that differences in multiphonon
decay rates could be responsible, because the energy difference between
the IG4 and 3F2 levels is approximately 6500 cm-1 (almost 7 times the host
phonon energy). It is likely that the lifetime measurement is distorted to
some extent due to the indirect pumping scheme used to populate the upper
level. Further experiments utilising different pump schemes would be useful
to confirm this measurement.
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Figure 6.29: Fluorescence lifetime data for the IG4 level in thuliumdoped YAS fibre, pumped at 800 run, showing the result of the
stretched exponential fit with a lifetime of 13 fls.

There has been considerable interest in visible upconversion lasers, particularly in thulium-doped glass fibre lasers [180-182]. However, the use of
these fibres has been limited by the effect of photo darkening, which occurs
on the timescale of hours in Tm3+ -doped ZBLAN [183] and in seconds in
Tm3+ -doped silica [184]. No reduction in the intensity of the 470 nm emission
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from the Tm3+-doped YAS fibre was observed on a timescale of several
minutes.

6.7.5

Discussion of amplification in Tm-doped YAS

Since the lifetime of the lower level of the 1470 nm transition is longer
than that of the upper level, this is termed a self-terminating transition and
the lower level should be depopulated in order to achieve a population
inversion between the levels. There are three main ways to achieve this: the
lower level can be depopulated by codoping with a species which has a fast
decay rate, upconversion or dual pumping schemes can be employed which
reduce the lower level population through ESA and the lower level can also
be depopulated by co-lasing on the 1800 nm transition [185].
The rare earth ions H03+ and Tb3+ have both been used as codopants [186,187]
in order to depopulate the 3H4 level of Tm 3+. For thulium and holmiumdoped tellurite glass, it was reported that H03+ concentrations of more than
5000 ppm are required in order to reduce the lifetime of the 3H4 level to
less than that of the 3F4 level. A glass showing good rare earth solubility
is therefore required for this method and so this maya possibility for YAS
glasses.
Numerous up conversion pumping schemes have been reported for thuliumdoped fibre amplifiers at 1470 nm. Fluoride TDFAs have been demonstrated
using 1064 nm [37], 1047 nm [40], 1410 nm [188], 1400 nm + 1560 nm [189],
800 nm + 1050 nm [190] and 800 nm + 1400 nm [191] pumping schemes.
It has been shown that the dual wavelength pumping schemes are more
efficient [189, 192]; this is because dual-wavelength pumping schemes
generally do not rely on multiphonon decay and wavelengths can be selected
to reduce up conversion to levels above the 3F4 level.
The chosen pumping scheme has a strong effect on the length of fibre
required for an amplifier. As shown in the absorption spectra in Fig. 6.8, the
absorption coefficient at 800 nm is many times stronger than that at 1064 nm,
1410 nm and 1560 nm.
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The major obstacle to achieving gain in the Tm-doped YAS fibre fabricated
in this work is the large core size. For example, Minelly et al. reported 20 dB
gain at 1490 nm in a thulium-doped antimony silicate fibre with a 4 flm
core diameter. This was achieved by pumping at 1405 nm with a power of
1 W [42]. In order to achieve the same excitation intensity in a fibre with a
150 flm core, the pump power would need to be increased by a factor of 6000.
Since for low powers the gain is linearly dependent upon the pump power,
using the same power to pump a fibre with a 150 flm core would result in
a gain of <0.01 dB. An attempt at measuring gain in the Tm-doped YAS
fibre was made with a 3 W 1405 nm pump, but it was clear that measuring
gain below 1 dB would be difficult. This is largely due to the poor overlap
between signal and pump beams in the fibre.
Though it may be possible to demonstrate gain in a bulk sample of Tm-doped
YAS glass, for gain to be demonstrated in a Tm-doped YAS fibre a corecladding structure should be devised. It is possible that a suitable cladding
glass would be another YAS composition with reduced refractive index,
for example a composition with lower yttria content. A YAS fibre with a
cladding would allow a small core size so that sufficient pump intensity and
pump-signal overlap can be achieved.

6.8

Summary

A range of thulium-doped compositions in the Y20rAh03-Si02 system were
melted and analysed using various spectroscopic techniques. Raman spectra
revealed the maximum phonon energy of 950 cm- 1 which arises from the
high concentration of nonbridging oxygens. Raman and FTIR spectra show
a decrease in maximum phonon energy with an increase in yttria:alumina
ration and a decrease in silica content. Fluorescence lifetime measurements
for the 3P4 level show that by altering these parameters, lifetimes vary from
60 fls to 71 fls within the range studied. Judd-Ofelt analysis shows that the
3F4 level has a quantum efficiency of ~ 14%. The FWHM of the emission at
1470 nm was measured to be 129 nm and this was unaffected by the host

composition.
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Concentration quenching was observed for both the 3F4 and 3H4 levels.
For the 3H4 level, a lifetime of 1.02 ms was measured for a sample doped
with 500 ppm Tm3+; this was reduced to 0.65 ms in a sample doped
with 10000 ppm Tm3+. This is a much smaller reduction than was seen
in Tm-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics (see section 5.6.3). However, it
is not consistent with the behaviour of erbium-doped YAS reported by
Jander, where no concentration quenching was observed in a YAS glass
with 10000 ppm Er3+ [166]. Further investigation into highly doped glasses
is necessary to determine the reason for this difference.
A number of problems with the YAS glass quality were identified while
preparing samples for this work. Many samples contained small bubbles
distributed throughout the bulk of the glass and some of these cracked
during annealing. Some other samples were clear in the bulk, but contained
regions of small bubbles on the surface. These problems appear to be
dependent on the composition.
An unclad thulium-doped YAS glass fibre was drawn from a 10 cm long
preform rod. A continuous length of 7.5 m was produced, with a diameter
of 150-350 flm. To the author's knowledge, this is the first report of a YAS
glass fibre. The preform started necking at 1050°C and continuous fibredrawing was achieved at 1150°C. Fibre loss measurements show that the
YAS fibre has a minimum loss of 3.6 dB/m at 1360 nm.
The Tm-doped YAS fibre exhibited emission with a FWHM of 137 nm at
1470 nm, which is broader than that observed in the bulk glass. The emission
lifetime of the 3F4 level in the fibre is decreased compared to that of the bulk
glass. These changes in fluorescence behaviour suggests that the fibredrawing process alters the distribution of Tm3+ ions in the glass. Emission
was also identified at 470 nm when the fibre was pumped with> 1 W pump
power at 800 nm; an up conversion scheme for this emission was proposed.

6.9

Further work

Further work should involve finding a suitable cladding glass for a YAS
fibre. The fabrication of a clad YAS fibre would then allow an attempt at
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demonstrating S-band amplification. In order to investigate the problem
of concentration quenching, a range of erbium-doped YAS glasses should
be prepared and lifetime measurements compared with those reported by
Jander [166]. Photo darkening should also be investigated to establish if YAS
glass may be useful for up conversion fibre lasers.
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7.1

Transition metal-doped chalcogenide glasses

Chromium, vanadium and nickel-doped chalcogenide glasses present
an attractive proposition for new amplifier materials. Both absorption
and emission bands from these glasses are extremely broad compared
to rare earth-doped glasses, and fibre fabrication techniques for GLS
are well established. The work in this thesis explored some of the
fundamental spectroscopic properties of these materials and identified
emission transitions from vanadium and nickel-doped GLS which have not
previously been reported.
A number of chromium-doped chalcogenide glasses were studied as
possible active materials for optical amplification. Fluorescence excitation
measurements provide further evidence that chromium is hosted primarily
as Cr4+ in these glasses. Fluorescence spectra taken at 300 K and 77 K show a
shift to longer wavelength in peak emission and an increase in fluorescence
intensity at lower temperature. A further decrease in temperature to 4 K
leads to a narrowing of the emission band due to a reduction of homogeneous
broadening processes.
A survey of the optical properties of transition metal-doped GLS glasses
was carried out.
Likely valence states were determined through a
comprehensive comparison with the literature reporting absorption and
emission spectra of transition metals of different valence states and site
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symmetries doped into crystals and glasses. Fluorescence was identified for
the first time in nickel-doped GLS and vanadium-doped GLS. Emission
from the Ni-doped GLS sample is centred at ~ 1200 nm and shows a
non-exponential lifetime of 40 fls. Emission from V-doped GLS is centred
at 1420 nm and has a FWHM of 450 nm, making this glass particularly
interesting for telecoms applications. Temperature-dependent fluorescence
and fluorescence lifetime measurements of V-doped GLS suggest that this
material is not affected by nonradiative decay to the same extent as Cr-doped
GLS.
For further progress in determining how useful these materials may be as
optical amplifiers, both quantum efficiency and ESA measurements should
be made. To understand further the nature of the transition metal sites in
chalcogenide glasses, electron spin resonance measurements would help to
establish which valence states are hosted in these materials.

7.2

Rare earth-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics

Glasses produced by the sol-gel method are attractive for active devices
because of the ability to incorporate a wide variety of dopants. The
photosensitivity resulting from the addition of tin oxide to silica, makes
these materials potentially useful for direct writing of waveguide structures
and Bragg gratings. If efficient emission from rare earth ions can be obtained
from these glasses, then they would make promising candidates for rare
earth-doped waveguide amplifiers.
An investigation into the optical properties of erbium and thulium-doped
tin silicate glass-ceramics was carried out on samples containing a range of
tin oxide and rare earth dopant concentrations. For the Er-doped samples,
fluorescence lifetime data at 1550 nm shows that increased tin oxide content
increase lifetimes even at low Er concentrations. It is proposed that erbium
occupies sites at the interface between the glass and nanocrystals in these
materials. Samples containing 5% or more tin oxide showed a large infrared
absorption, the origin of which is not understood.
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Thulium-doped tin silicate glass-ceramics were investigated for the first
time. Fluorescence at 1470 nm with a FWHM 120 nm, this is broader than
that observed in thulium-doped silica. Emission lifetimes were generally
increased in samples with higher tin oxide concentration.
The priority for further work should be to identify the origin of the large
infrared absorption seen in sample with high tin content. The effect of
further heat treatment should also be assessed with the aim of reducing
concentration quenching.

7.3

Thulium-doped yttrium aluminosilicate glass

Rare earth-doped yttrium aluminosilicate glasses have a number of useful
properties which makes them attractive materials for active optical devices.
The glass-forming region for YAS glasses is large and extends up to
30% yttria, allowing high rare earth dopant concentrations with minimal
quenching effects. Emission from thulium and erbium-doped YAS is
particularly broad and the low maximum phonon energy of YAS (950 cm- 1 )
allows more efficient transitions compared to a silica host.
A number of YAS glass composition were prepared and analysed through
Raman, optical absorption, fluorescence and fluorescence lifetime measurements. Raman and FTIR absorption measurements show that compositions
with high yttria:alumina ratio and a low silica content exhibit a reduced
maximum phonon energy. Fluorescence spectra at 1470 nm from all
Tm-doped samples were similar in shape and had an extremely broad
FWHM of 129 nm. Fluorescence lifetime measurements show that the
reduced maximum phonon energy shown by high yttria:alumina and low
silica glasses results in an increased lifetime of up to 20% over the range
studied. Unlike a previous study of Er-doped YAS, concentration quenching
was observed in lifetime data from both the 3F4 and the 3H4levels.
A thulium-doped unclad YAS fibre was successfully drawn from a 10 cm
preform rod with the composition 17.4% Y2 0 3, 22.5% Alz03 and 60% Si02 .
7.5 m of continuous fibre with a diameter of 150-350 11m was pulled. The
fibre was easily cleaved and had sufficient mechanical strength to be handled
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without being broken accidentally. The fibre had a minimum loss of 3.6 dB/m
at 1360 nID, which should be improved upon by reducing the hydroxyl
content and by fabricating a fibre with a core-cladding structure.
Future work should be focused on finding a suitable cladding glass for a
YAS fibre. The fabrication of a Tm-doped YAS fibre with a sufficiently small
core would then allow an attempt at S-band amplification. Improvements
in the glass quality by removing transition metal and hydroxyl impurities
should result in a lower fibre loss. The 470 nm emission observed from
the Tm-doped fibre in this work makes this glass a potentially interesting
material for an up conversion laser. Experiments to determine if the glass
is affected by photo darkening should be carried out. Finally, concentration
quenching effects should be investigated further in these materials, since
materials which can incorporate rare earth dopants in high concentrations
are potentially useful as short fibre of planar waveguide amplifiers.
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Transition metal-doped Ga:La:S
sample details
Dopant Concentration (ppm wt.)
V2 S3
NiS
CuS
TiS2
FeS
CoS2

Concentration (ions cm-3 )
6 X 1017
9 X 1017
1.0 X 1018
4 X 1017
1.6 X 1018
7 X 10 17

28
36
43

21
64

36

Table A.1: Details of dopant compounds and concentrations for the
transition metal-doped GLS glasses. Concentrations are nominal and
errors of ±20% are expected.
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Yttrium aluminosilicate glass melt
details
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Sample

Y2 0 3

Ah 0 3

Si02

Dopant

YASl

14.97

25.00

60.00

440 ppm Tm

Massi g
30

YAS2
YAS2b

19.97
19.97

20.00
20.00

60.00
60.00

500 ppm Tm
1070 ppm Tm

30
30

YAS3
YAS4
YAS5
YAS6
YAS7
YAS8
YAS9
YAS10
YASll

26.21
24.97
17.47
23.09
20.59
25.95
26.24
23.37
23.40

26.25
15.00
22.50
23.13
25.63
26.25
26.25
29.01
29.01

47.50
60.00
60.00
53.75
53.75
47.50
47.50
47.50
47.50

555ppmTm
500 ppm Tm
504 ppm Tm
451 ppm Tm
490 ppm Tm
3911 ppm Tm
195 ppm Tm
429 ppm Tm
178 ppm Er

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

YAS12

26.17

26.25

47.50

869 ppm Tm

30

YAS13
YAS14

23.40
26.24

29.01
26.25

47.50
47.50

513 ppmEr
198 ppmEr

30
30

Melting

Comments

1h
1h
1h
1h

not melted at 1500°C
viscous, cloudy surface
heavily cracked & cloudy
mixed for 30 mins using machine
cloudy on surface,viscous
cloudy surface, contains small bubbles
did not melt
cloudy on surface
contains small bubbles
contains small bubbles
cracked and contains bubbles
cracked and contains bubbles
cracked and contains bubbles
cracked and contains bubbles

1500°C
1600°C
1600°C
1600°C

1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1.5 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
ramp up to
3h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C

small cracks
some powder in crucible and glass
cracked and contains bubbles
removed after remelting
mixed powder with pestle and mortar,
contains bubbles and some powder
Remelted: homogeneous but contaminated
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Table B.1: Details of YAS glass melts.
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Sample

Y2 0 3

Ah03

Si02

Dopant

YAS15

26.21

26.25

47.50

511 ppmEr

YAS16
YAS17
YAS18
YAS19
YAS20
YAS21

17.47
16.80
26.25
17.50
17.40
17.40

22.50
22.50
26.25
22.50
22.50
22.50

60.00
60.00
47.50
60.00
60.00
60.00

505ppmTm
9941 ppm Tm

1101 ppm Tm
1101 ppm Tm

Massi g
30
30
30
30
30
120
120

Melting

Comments

1 h 1600°C

contains bubbles and some powder
slightly cloudy on remelting
cloudy on surface, viscous
new powder: viscous, cloudy surface
old powder: low viscosity, cracked, bubbles
new powder: slightly cloudy on surface
cracked in mould
mould heated to 550°C, no cracks

1.5 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
1 h 1600°C
2h 1600°C
2 h 1600°C
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Appendix C
Conference publications
Aronson, J. E., N. Chiodini, A. Paleari and W. S. Brocklesby, "Optical
spectroscopy of erbium- and thulium-doped Sn02:Si02 glass-ceramics."
American Ceramic Society: Glass & Optical Materials Division Fall 2003 Meeting,
Corning, USA.
Hughes, M., J. E. Aronson, W. S. Brocklesby, D. P. Shepherd, D. W. Hewak
and R. J. Curry, "Transition metal-doped chalcogenide glasses for broadband
near-infrared sources." SPIE: Solid State Laser Technologies and Femtosecond
Phenomena 2004, London, UK.
Curry, R. J., M. A. Hughes, J. E. Aronson, W. S. Brocklesby and D. W. Hewak,
"Vanadium doped chalcogenide glasses for broadband near-infrared sources."
American Ceramic Society: Glass & Optical Materials Division Fall 2004 Meeting,
Florida, USA.
Aronson, J. E., C. R. Haythornthwaite, D. W. Hewak and W. S. Brocklesby,
"Optical spectroscopy of Cr4+-doped chalcogenide glasses." PREP 2004,
Hertfordshire, UK.
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